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Abstract

Biochar provides an effective and inexpensive carbon sequestration technology to combat climate change. It is formed through a process known as pyrolysis; where biomass is thermally decomposed in the absence of oxygen. In this study, a new pyrolysis reactor called the Rotating Heater Pyrolyzer (RHP) was designed and built for biochar production. RHP derived biochar properties were compared to biochars produced with a standard batch pyrolysis reactor (Pyrolytic Shaker Reactor (PSR)) to determine RHP performance. Using several biochar characterization techniques, the soil amendment potential of two solid anaerobic digestate feedstocks were investigated. Woodchip RHP derived biochar processed between 2-3 hrs exhibited similar biochar yield, electrical conductivity, methylene blue adsorption and colour intensity to woodchip PSR biochars produced at 400 °C. Flower waste digestate biochars were found to have properties beneficial for soil amendment, including lower skeletal density, higher electrical conductivity and methylene blue adsorption compared to food waste digestate biochars.
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Summary for Lay Audience

Biochar is the solid product of a process known as pyrolysis. During pyrolysis, waste organic material is heated in the absence of oxygen and produces three main products; bio-oil, biochar and permanent gasses. Biochar is the stable solid crystalline form of the carbon that was once present in the original waste material and can take up to centuries to decompose. When incorporated into soils, biochar can effectively create a carbon sink, ultimately delaying greenhouse gas emissions into the atmosphere. In addition to the carbon sequestration abilities of biochar, numerous studies have suggested that biochar can improve soil fertility and agricultural output. Solid anaerobic digestate is one sustainable feedstock that can be used to produce biochar. Anaerobic digestion is the process of producing bio-gas; a renewable source of energy derived from organic waste. It is important to note that biochar properties are highly dependent on pyrolysis parameters and the feedstock used. Therefore, biochar properties must be tailored during production to suit the needs of soil profile it is to be paired with. In this thesis, a new lab scale pyrolysis technology capable of processing relatively large quantities of biomass was designed, built and commissioned. The unit was then used to produce biochar derived from two different solid anaerobic digestate feedstocks, and their soil amendment potential was investigated.
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Chapter 1

1 Introduction and Literature Review

Present day greenhouse gas levels have reached a point where reducing emissions is not enough to reach pre-Industrialization levels. Instead, we must begin to remove greenhouse gases from the atmosphere by delaying their release using carbon sequestration technologies such as biochar. Canada has abundant resources of biomass available from the agricultural and forestry industries, and municipal food waste which can provide an inexpensive feedstock for biomass conversion. In fact, approximately 6 million tons of food waste alone are discarded each year in Canada, representing a significant resource for renewable energy through anaerobic digestion (1).

1.1 Pyrolysis and Biochar

Biochar is the solid product produced during the process known as pyrolysis. Pyrolysis is the thermal decomposition of organic matter in the absence of oxygen at elevated temperatures, and produces a solid called biochar, condensable vapours referred to as bio-oil and gases (mostly carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide and methane). Biomass feedstocks for pyrolysis are provided by sustainable sources of biomass, which are organic resources that do not compete with food sources or require land use changes with negative environmental impacts (2). Examples of feedstocks include agricultural and forestry waste, food waste, and animal waste.

In the past, the liquid co-product, referred to as bio-oil, has been the main product of interest due to its potential as a green fuel and ability to be refined into value added chemicals. However, recently, focus has shifted towards investigating the applications of the solid product, known as biochar. Biochar is a carbon rich fine black powder and is also comprised of inorganics (ash). It is important to note that varying pyrolysis conditions such as feedstock, pyrolysis temperature and exposure time play an important role on biochar properties, therefore, biochar is characterized by end use.
Biochar feedstock sources are available globally and are relatively inexpensive as they are generally regarded as waste resources. In addition, biochar can be used as a carbon sequestering technology, and releases carbon neutral emissions when combusted. Biomass carbon dioxide emissions are considered zero or negative because any carbon dioxide released during combustion was originally captured during photosynthesis, thereby reducing overall CO₂ emissions (3).

1.2 Pyrolysis Technologies

The carbonization of biomass is a process that has existed for thousands of years. Evidence of the use of carbonization technologies in ancient civilizations are present in areas such as the Terra Preta (Portuguese meaning “black earth”) a region in the Amazon basin containing a very fertile black soil. The characteristic dark colour of the soil is caused by the addition of charcoal to the soil over hundreds of years through indigenous slash and char agriculture practices. The coal product present within the Terra Preta soils was made in a similar fashion to how biochar is produced. In indigenous slash and char agriculture practices, agricultural waste is burned at low temperatures over a long period of time, with minimal oxygen present (4). With the progression of modern research and growing interest in pyrolysis products, pyrolysis technologies have been developed into several highly specialized units.

Choosing the appropriate reactor design is essential to successfully produce pyrolysis products for any application. All pyrolysis reactors operate under the same general principle where heat is supplied to a reaction vessel under oxygen limiting conditions, with the heat delivery system and gas-solid contact being the main defining trait between reactors. Each reactor has its own advantages and disadvantages depending on the pyrolysis product of interest. The commonly used lab-scale reactors are summarized below in the context of biochar production (Table 1-1).
1.2.1 Jiggle Bed Reactor

The jiggle bed reactor (JBR) is a batch microreactor in which biomass particles are fluidized by mechanically vibrating the reaction vessel with a linear actuator. Heat is supplied to the unit through an induction heating mechanism. Metal rods referred to as internal heating wires are placed inside a ceramic reactor vessel. The induction heating system provides a magnetic field inducing eddy currents on the surface of the wires, providing heat to the system (5). The JBR provides exceptional fluidization/mixing of solid particles with minimal temperature difference between the wires and reactor bed (6). The major drawback of this reactor is that it can only process feedstocks in the order of a few grams (5).

1.2.2 Fluidized Bed Reactors

Fluidized bed reactors have been extensively used in the petroleum and chemical industries. They provide fluidization and mixing by injecting inert gas vertically upward through a bed of solid particles. For pyrolysis to take place, a solid medium (often sand) is heated to provide effective heat transfer to biomass particles as few feedstocks can be fluidized on their own. Heat from the heated medium is transferred to biomass particles by gas and particle convection (7). Fluidized bed reactors have the advantage of being well known technology with relatively simple and effective process controls, scale up and construction. Fluidized beds are utilized for fast pyrolysis processes, ultimately favoring high liquid yields typically ranging, for woody feedstocks, between 70-75 wt.% and biochar yields around 15 wt.% (8). Biomass feedstocks need to be sieved and/or ground into small particle sizes ranging between 2-3 mm to achieve high biomass heating rates. Vapour and solid residence times are very fast and in the order of seconds (9). The biochar product, which is contaminated with the heating medium, requires elutriation and separation by one or more cyclones (8,10). In some fluidized bed processes, the mixture of heating medium and biochar is conveyed to a burner vessel where char is combusted to provide heat for the pyrolysis process (11).
1.2.3 Auger Reactors

In auger reactors, biomass is mechanically moved through a hot cylindrical reactor tube by a screw or auger. Heat can be supplied by heating the exterior reactor wall, which disperses heat into the reactor, or using a heat carrier such as sand, steel shot, or ceramic balls. Vapours are collected from the top of the reactor while solids are collected from the reactor outlet. Liquid product yields are generally lower than yields from fluidized beds at around 50 wt% yield with biochar yields of approximately 30 wt.%. This is because the vapour and solid residence times are longer, ranging between 10-30 s and minutes, respectively. The temperature inside the cylindrical reactor raises the biomass feedstock to the desired temperature.

Auger reactors provide good heat transfer at smaller scales and are relatively simple to design and construct. They can process a wide variety of feedstocks; however significant attrition of biomass and char particles can occur leading to plugging and a significant energy and torque requirements to operate the auger (12). Another major drawback of this reactor design is that the scale-up of available heat transfer surface area is poor as it is limited to the inner diameter of the reaction tube covered by the biomass particles. Heat carrier particles can improve the heat transfer coefficient, but char must then be separated from the carrier-biochar mixture exiting the reactor.

1.2.4 Mechanically Fluidized Reactor (MFR)

The MFR provides vigorous mechanical agitation of biomass throughout the reactor and, especially, near the reactor wall through a vertical blade stirrer. Heat is provided to the outer wall and transferred to the pure char bed. Biomass particles sizes ranging between 4-8 mm can be processed in this reactor, allowing for a variety of feedstocks to be processed. Since biomass particles are injected into a well-agitated bed of hot particles, fast pyrolysis conditions can be achieved, if the biomass particles are small enough.
The MFR is geared towards liquid production rather than maximizing biochar production, with char yields between 20-30 wt.% depending on feedstock and operating conditions (13). Although excellent heat transfer can be achieved with this reactor, it shares similar disadvantages to auger reactors. The vertical blades can cause significant attrition to the biomass and biochar particles, leading to plugging and requiring high energy and torque for processing. During scale up, the heat transfer surface area is also limited by the inner diameter of the reaction vessel, which provides heat to the bed of char particles. Because heat is supplied externally from the reaction vessel wall, insulation is required to minimize heat losses to the environment.

1.2.5 Rotary Kiln Reactor

In rotary kiln reactors, feedstock is fed into a slightly inclined rotating horizontal cylindrical vessel. The rotating motion of the kiln facilitates the agitation of biomass. Heat is provided to the biomass indirectly by heating the exterior of the kiln via an electrical furnace and is mainly transferred through radiative conduction. A major advantage of this technology is that it can process a wide variety of feedstocks with relative ease and without significant attrition to the biomass particles. This technology is also relatively simple and easy to scale up, however the available heat transfer surface area is limited by the inner diameter of the kiln in contact with the solids (7).
Table 1-1: Summary of operating conditions and heat capacities of different lab scale pyrolysis reactors.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reactor Type</th>
<th>Pyrolysis Condition</th>
<th>Wall-to-bed Heat Transfer Coefficient</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>JBR</td>
<td>Slow</td>
<td>50-500 W m(^{-2})°C(^{-1})</td>
<td>(5,13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FCR</td>
<td>Fast</td>
<td>150-350 W m(^{-2})K(^{-1})</td>
<td>(7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auger</td>
<td>Intermediate</td>
<td>50-300 W m(^{-2})K(^{-1})</td>
<td>(7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MFR</td>
<td>Intermediate or Fast</td>
<td>50-585 W m(^{-2})K(^{-1})</td>
<td>(13,14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rotary Kiln</td>
<td>Slow</td>
<td>50-100 W m(^{-2})K(^{-1})</td>
<td>(7)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1.2.6 Laboratory Reactor Needs For the Development of Biochar Products

There is a need for laboratory reactors that can quickly provide sufficient quantities of biochar. Biochar quantities of hundreds of grams of biochar are required for testing in applications such as soil amendment, fillers for concrete or polymers, coke substitution or pollutant capture. Intermediate pyrolysis reactors are preferred for processes focused on the production of high-quality biochar. Many laboratory reactors are scaled-down versions of industrial reactors and the main types include rotary drums and augers (15). These reactors are not suitable for quick laboratory studies on the impact of pyrolysis conditions of biochar properties due to the significant time required to reach steady-state operation. The mechanically complex reactor designs along with a significant heat of pyrolysis greatly influence the time to reach steady-state operations.

To obtain a high quality, homogeneous biochar product, all particles should be exposed to the same temperature history, which means good radial mixing and near plug flow of solids in the axial direction, with negligible axial back-mixing (16,17,18). Therefore, industrial
reactors can be simulated in a lab environment using batch reactors that provide the same
temperature evolution of the biomass particles.

1.3 Biochar Applications

Applications of biochar with interesting potential include carbon sequestration, soil
amendment, activated carbon production, metallurgical applications, power generation,
addition to composites, and catalysis. This thesis focuses on the production of biochar for
soil amendment and the relevant literature is reviewed in depth in Section 1.4. A brief
overview of interesting biochar applications is provided below.

1.3.1 Biochar for Carbon Sequestration

Carbon sequestration involves the long-term storage of atmospheric carbon to delay the
accumulation of greenhouse gases (GHG) within the atmosphere. Carbon dioxide is
captured naturally through chemical, biological and physical processes, however, due to
the mass generation of GHG, artificial carbon capture technologies have been
implemented globally. Figure 1-1 below lists both implemented and potential carbon
sequestration methods.
Figure 1-1: Carbon Sequestration Processes and Methods (Adapted from Nogia et al. (17))

Biochar creates a carbon sink when incorporated into the soil through agricultural practices. During photosynthesis, biomass captures carbon dioxide from the atmosphere, which is then stored within biochar. The amount of carbon stored in biochar during pyrolysis is highly dependent on pyrolysis feedstock. On average, approximately 50% of initial biomass carbon is sequestered into biochar (18). Due to their highly aromatic composition, biochars have high C-stability and are less available for microbial degradation (19).

Many biochars have been documented as having high soil stability, especially when produced at high temperatures (20,21). However, the effects of aging on biochar properties, including C-sequestration, are still under debate and studies have been showing contrary results. De la Rosa et al. (22) tested the effects of aging on a number of
biochars produced from a variety of feedstocks. Field experiments over a period of 24 months were conducted, and it was found that carbon losses varied based on biochar feedstocks, ranging between 11-27% of the initial carbon. Another field experiment conducted by Wang et al. (23) suggested that as opposed to prior belief that soil C-sequestration was attributed to biochar recalcitrance, biochar simulates C-sequestration through the stabilization and physical protection of soil organic matter with aggregates.

1.3.2 Biochar as Soil Amendment

Adding charcoal to soils has been shown to have numerous beneficial effects on soil fertility, with the fertility of the Terra Preta soils being a prime example (4). This has inspired a large interest in using biochar to replicate the effects of charcoal in Terra Preta soils.

Biochar has been shown to have several beneficial effects on soils through increased water availability to plants (24), increased cation exchange capacity (25), and decreased soil leaching of nutrients (26). The mechanisms of biochar-soil interactions are still unclear and is a major focus of research in this field. More details are provided in Section 1.4.

1.3.3 Activated Carbon

Activated carbon is the most commonly used adsorbent material in numerous industries. The most common applications of activated carbon are for wastewater pollution removal, air purification and contamination removal. Activated carbon can be divided according to four primary feedstock sources; wood-based, coal-based, coconut shell-based and nutshell-based. Growing public environmental concerns have created a shift within the activated carbon market (27). According to the Freedonia group, the global demand for activated carbon in the year 2016 was 1.65 million tons and is predicted to increase steadily by 3.5% each year until the year 2020. The main driving forces for the growth in the renewable activated carbon market is caused by environmental regulations within the
US and China, who are the two largest contributors to this market (28). Market demands for renewable activated carbon feedstocks, especially coconut shell activated carbons, have increased because of environmental regulations, whereas the coal activated carbon markets have experienced downward trends, which are predicted to continue (27).

As the activated carbon demand continues to grow, there is a need for inexpensive feedstock alternatives. Biochar produced from globally available forestry and agricultural waste products can provide a suitable precursor material for activated carbon production. In addition, import/export costs would be greatly reduced due to the abundance of locally available waste biomass from numerous industries. The major research focus in this field is on modifying biochar properties through physical or chemical techniques, commonly referred to as activation. Activation techniques have been shown to increase surface area through the development of micro-pores, creating more absorption sites, resulting in faster adsorption rates (29–31).

1.3.4 Biocoke for Metallurgical Applications

The metallurgical industry (such as iron and steel production) produces large amounts of greenhouse gasses using coke as both a fuel and reducing agent. According to Natural Resources Canada (NRC) (32), an average of 3.7 Mt/yr of coke is used in blast furnaces, resulting in 13.7 Mt/yr of CO\textsubscript{2} emissions. Currently, the governing energy sources used for metallurgical applications are derived from fossil fuels (coal and natural gas). Replacing commercially available reducing agents and non-renewably sourced coke with raw biomass or biochar can reduce greenhouse gas emissions significantly since biochar emissions are CO\textsubscript{2} neutral. While the majority of research in this field has a strong focus on replacing coke with raw biomass within the blast furnace and sintering process for fuel as opposed to using biochar, biochar has been investigated as an alternative for coke and reducing agents (33,34).

Although the ultimate goal is to replace coke derived from non-renewable resources with bio-coke as a fuel source, it is currently not feasible due to the reduced hot strength of the resulting coke, caused by the high mineral content of biochar (35). Through lab scale and
pilot plant experiments conducted by the NRC, it was proven that replacing up to 20% of coke fuels with renewable carbon sources is achievable, potentially reducing CO₂ emissions by 2.8 Mt/yr (32).

1.3.5 Biochar as Bio-coal

In recent years, coal fired power plants have been required to reduce GHG emissions through the implementation of government regulations. In 2012, the Government of Canada implemented the Reductions of Carbon Dioxide from Coal-Fired Generation of Electricity regulation (36). Within the regulation, an emission intensity limit of 420 tonnes CO₂ from the combustion of fossil fuels per GWh electricity produced was set in order to entice coal-fired plants to reduce GHG emissions. In addition, starting in 2019, Canada will be implementing a carbon tax, starting at 20$/tonne CO₂ equivalent emissions and set to increase to 50$/tonne CO₂ by 2020. Both policies provide an economic incentive to reduce GHG emissions. However, when compared to natural gas, bio-coal

One method of reducing CO₂ emissions is through the use of biomass as either a direct or indirect fuel alternative due to the carbon neutral nature of biomass. However, raw biomass is not suitable as a coal replacement due to its high moisture retention, non-homogeneous combustion, perishable nature, low energy density and poor grindability (12,37). Many of these issues can be alleviated through the pre-treatment of raw biomass by pyrolysis or torrefaction to produce biochar (38).

Although, the end goal application for biochar as a solid fuel is to completely replace coal as a fuel source, it would require a new plant infrastructure and large capital investment. Since the technology to convert biomass into a solid fuel for coal replacement with high energy efficiencies close to that of coal has not yet been perfected, implementing co-firing into existing power plants is an attractive alternative (39).

Implementing co-firing plants have been shown to help mitigate the non-homogeneous combustion effects that can occur when using biomass. As well, by replacing a fraction of
the coal, overall greenhouse gas emissions of the power plant are lowered. Co-firing can be implemented into existing coal power plants with minimal capital and operational costs, however operation and maintenance costs increase with increasing biomass to coal ratios. Investment costs for direct co-firing are in the range of 300-700 USD/kW, and operational costs are typically 2.5-3.5% of the capital investment (2). According to an estimation made by the International Energy Agency, by the year 2035 the CO₂ emissions from coal firing plants could be reduced between 45-450 million tonnes per year with 1-10% coal replacement with biomass (40).

1.3.6 Biochar as a Catalyst

Biochar can be used as a catalyst for syngas cleaning, converting syngas to liquid hydrocarbons (Fischer-Tropsch synthesis) and as a solid acid catalyst for biodiesel production. One of the most important biochar properties to make a successful catalyst is the ash content within the feedstock. The inorganic elements present in the biomass feedstock are further concentrated in the biochar and serve as active sites in hydrogen recovery systems and methane degradation (41).

1.3.6.1 Syngas cleaning

Syngas produced from biomass gasification contains tars that are extremely harmful to further downstream processes. Traditionally, syngas is cleaned by catalytic cracking, oil or water scrubbing, or thermal cracking. Catalytic cracking is the most commonly used method within industry since it is the least energy intensive process and more environmentally conscious (no wastewater is produced unlike with other syngas cleaning methods, with the exception of thermal cracking). When using the right catalyst, the process is less energy intensive because high tar removal efficiencies (above 90%) can be achieved at low temperatures (below 700 °C).

Multiple studies have tested the use of biochar as a direct catalyst as well as catalyst in the form of biochar supported on an active metal loading. The catalytic activity of
biochar is related to the following properties; pore size, surface area and mineral content (42). In a study conducted by Mani, Kastner and Juneja (43), pine bark biochar was used as a direct catalyst to decompose tar (toluene). The activation energy (91 kJ/mol) and removal efficiency (90%) are comparable with traditional syngas cleaning catalysts, thereby indicating that biochar is a contending catalyst alternative.

1.3.6.2 Fischer-Tropsch Synthesis Catalyst

The use of the right catalyst is the key to a successful conversion of biomass into liquid hydrocarbon fuels (also known as Fischer-Tropsch synthesis). Fischer-Tropsch reactions combine hydrogen and carbon monoxide provided from biomass through a process known as gasification. These gases are then turned into a synthetic fuel. Nano-sized iron particles is a commonly used catalyst for this process because they are inexpensive, have a low hydrogen to carbon monoxide loading rate and a high selectivity towards olefin production. The issue with nano-sized iron catalysts is that there is a low product selectivity, and particle agglomeration accompanied by sintering can become an issue due to the high temperatures in the Fischer-Tropsch synthesis process (44). To overcome these issues, different carbon sources such as activated carbon, saccharides and biochar have been tested as supports for the iron catalyst (45,46). Biochar has been a large interest as a potential carbon support because of its low cost and sustainability. In a study conducted by Yan et al. (47), biochar produced from pine wood was used as a carbon support for the synthesis of carbon encapsulated iron Nano- particles and used to carry out a Fischer-Tropsch synthesis conversion. Through extensive testing over a period of 1500 h, the nanoparticles showed to have an overall CO conversion of 95 % and a liquid hydrocarbon selectivity of 68 %. These values are much higher than for other tested carbon supported iron catalysts.
1.3.6.3 Solid Acid Catalyst for Biodiesel Production

One method of producing biodiesel is through the esterification and transesterification of vegetable oil and animal fat with the use of either an acid or alkaline catalyst. Alkali-catalyzed transesterification is the most common method of biodiesel production because it is an inexpensive catalyst and has shorter reaction times than acid catalysts. There is a need to develop low cost acid catalysts for this process because alkaline catalysts are highly sensitive to both water and free fatty acids present within the oils, whereas acid catalysts are not as sensitive. Studies conducted by Kastner, Mani and Juneja (48) and Dehkhoda, West and Ellis (49) have shown that biochar is a suitable foundation material to produce catalysts for this process. It was shown through these studies that biochar based acid catalyst provided high surface area, particle strength, hydrophobicity and sulphonic group acid density, which attributed to high catalytic activity as well as the ability to reuse the catalyst.

1.3.7 Biochar as a Filler for Composite Materials

Synthetic polymers are heavily used in commercial production of plastics, elastomers, adhesives and surface coatings. There is a high demand for thermoplastic materials, as they provide an inexpensive material often used in packaging, bags and bottles along with many other everyday products. Commercial polymers are often a combination of solid materials (fillers) blended with polymers referred to as composite materials. Fillers are added to composite materials to improve the chemical and mechanical properties of the resultant polymers. Common commercially used fillers include calcium carbonate, talc, aluminum silicate, alumina trihydrate, carbon black and calcium sulfate to name a few. There is a growing interest in replacing non-renewable fillers such as carbon black (which is derived from petrochemical materials) with a bio-composite such as biochar (50). Biochar provides an attractive alternative due to low costs and local feedstock availability. Biochar has the potential to improve polymer matrices electrical, mechanical and thermal properties. This can be attributed to biochars porous structure, high surface area, high carbon content, high thermal stability and potential electrical conductivity.
In fact biochars hydrophobic nature allow for more stable polymer matrices to form, making it better suited as a filler over other natural fibres (51). Biochar properties can be easily altered through the conditions of pyrolysis, allowing biochar properties to be fine-tuned to obtain a product with greater compatibility with the polymer matrix.

1.4 Biochar for Soil Amendment

1.4.1 Biochar Formation and Characteristics

Biochar is the solid co-product produced during the thermochemical decomposition of biomass in the absence of oxygen. There are three main thermochemical processes that produce biochar: pyrolysis, torrefaction and gasification. Slow pyrolysis and torrefaction reactions are geared towards maximum biochar production. Torrefaction reaction temperatures typically range between 200°C-300°C, whereas pyrolysis reactions occur between 350°C-900°C.

An important balance between maximizing biochar yield without sacrificing quality is essential to producing a successful soil amendment. Biochar yields and characteristics vary widely, and are highly dependent on pyrolysis conditions including feedstock, pyrolysis temperature heating rate and exposure time. Although specific values vary based on feedstock, the effects of pyrolysis temperature on biochar properties usually follow the following trends; with increasing pyrolysis temperature, yield, volatile matter, hydrogen content, and H/C ratio decrease, whereas, ash, aromaticity, carbon content, pH, and surface area increase (53,54). The feedstock also plays an important role on determining biochar properties. Singh et al. (55) investigated the influence of 11 feedstock sources on biochar characteristics for soil amendment. Overall, wood derived biochars have higher carbon content, lower ash content (N, P, K, S, Ca, Mg, Al, Na and Cu) and lower potential cation exchange capacity (CEC) followed by leaf based biochars, then manure based biochars. Heating rate also has an influence on char yields. Slower heating rates increase char productions whereas higher heating rates produce more volatiles (56). Due to their versatile properties, biochar soil amendments must be customized to meet the specific needs of individual soil profiles.
1.4.2 Biochar Effects on Soil Fertility

Biochar has been shown to improve soil fertility when used as a soil amendment, although the exact mechanism between biochar and soil interactions are still unclear. Biochar can improve soil structure and nutrient availability to plant roots, however it is extremely important to properly match biochar properties with the appropriate soils.

1.4.2.1 Nutrient Properties (Chemical Properties)

Biochar itself can provide more nutrients to soils and make nutrients more available for plant uptake. The chemical composition of biochar is dependent on the feedstock, however, inorganic nutrients essential for plant development are concentrated in the final product during pyrolysis. Prakongkep et al. (57) investigated the forms and water solubility of plant nutrient elements in tropical plant waste biochars. As expected, biochar feedstocks provided different nutrients however it was found that plant nutrients were most available in crystalline minerals embedded within the biochar structure and surface. The different biochars provided nutrients in diverse crystallized forms. Calcium was often presented as calcite (CaCO$_3$), whereas potassium (K) was present in several mineral forms (KH$_2$PO$_4$, KCaCl$_3$, KHCO$_3$, KCl, K$_2$MgP$_2$O$_7$). Solubility testing showed that potassium was highly water soluble and available for immediate plant uptake however, calcium and phosphorous were less water soluble than potassium and therefore unavailable for immediate plant uptake (57). A study conducted by Limwikran et al. (58) found similar results when testing nutrient dissolution into soils as opposed to water solubility. Nutrient dissolution from nine different tropical plant waste biochars was investigated in ten different soil profiles, and it was determined that potassium crystals diffused from the biochar matrix into soils, whereas calcium and phosphorous mostly remained within the structure (58).

In addition to providing additional nutrients, biochar can also improve soil nutrient retention, ultimately reducing eutrophication caused by nutrient leaching. Lehmann et al. (59) found that nutrient leaching of an applied fertilizer was significantly decreased with
biochar soil amendment. Increased plant uptake of P, K, Ca, Zn and Cu was also observed with increasing biochar amendment (59, 60). An increase in the soils cation exchange capacity is responsible for improved nutrient retention. Soil cation exchange capacity is a soils ability to hold on to essential nutrients. Biochar addition improves soil cation exchange capacity through the combination of two mechanisms: 1) higher SOM oxidation 2) increased soil surface area for cation adsorption (25). Biochars ability to improve soil nutrient retention is an important factor for the co-application of biochar with chemical fertilizers to improve efficiency. Table 1-2 below outlines recent studies investigating the co-application of fertilizer and biochar.

Soil salinization is a potential disadvantage to amending soils with biochar and occurs when salt concentrations accumulate within soils. Nutrients leached from biochar can accumulate within soils. High salinity effects the metabolism of soil organisms and reduces the amount of plant available water, ultimately reducing crop yields.
Table 1-2: Recent studies investigating the co-application of biochar and fertilizer a soil amendment. Agronomic responses are based on a comparison of soils amended exclusively with biochar vs. fertilizer biochar mixtures.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Biochar Feedstock</th>
<th>Crop</th>
<th>Fertilizer</th>
<th>Agronomic Response of Biochar Fertilizer Mixture in Comparison to Exclusive Biochar Amendment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(61)</td>
<td>Farmyard manure, poultry manure, woodchips, kitchen waste</td>
<td>Wheat</td>
<td>Chemical Fertilizer</td>
<td>Wheat grain yields increased</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(62)</td>
<td>Acacia ssp \textit{Poultry litter}</td>
<td>Barley (\textit{Zea mays} L.)</td>
<td>Urea</td>
<td>Grain yield increased Plant height aboveground and root biomass increased</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(63)</td>
<td>Kunai grass (\textit{Imperata cylindrical})</td>
<td>Chinese cabbage (\textit{Brassica rapa} L. \textit{ssp. chinensis} L)</td>
<td>Urea</td>
<td>Aerial biomass (stalk + leaf) yield increased approximately 3x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(64)</td>
<td>Kunai grass (\textit{Imperata cylindrical})</td>
<td>Sweet potato (\textit{Ipomoea batatas} L. Lam)</td>
<td>NPK mineral fertilizer</td>
<td>Sweet potato total tuber yield increased by 100% and above ground biomass yield increased 75%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1.4.2.2 Soil Structure and Properties

Soil physical properties have a great influence on soil behaviours, ultimately affecting soil fertility. Biochar amendment can improve soil physical properties when the correct biochar formulation is paired with the right soil profile. Biochar-soil interactions are a major area of research and not fully understood, since every soil profile interacts differently with each type of biochar. Blanco-Canqui, (66) and Omondi et al. (67) both conducted thorough reviews on the effects of biochar amendment on soil physical properties. Overall, both reviews came to the conclusion that when biochar and soil
profiles are properly paired, biochar amendment improves soil bulk density, soil water retention capacity, and wet soil aggregate stability (66,67).

Bulk density is an indication of a soil's ability to function for plant root structural support, water and solute movement, and soil aeration. Soils with high bulk density poor soil porosity, can lead to limitations in plant root growth and development, negatively impacting crop yields. Based on the meta-analysis reviews conducted by Blanco-Canqui (66) and Omondi et al. (67), in general, biochar amended soils reduced bulk density in all soil profiles, however the extent of reduction varied significantly between soil profiles and biochar feedstock. The reduction in soil bulk density with biochar amendment is attributed to three main mechanisms. First, due to biochars low density and high porosity, soil bulk density is reduced through dilution. Because of this mechanism, the impact of biochar amendment is highly dependent on soil density, with the greatest effects occurring between biochars and soils with larger differences in bulk density. Overall data suggested that biochar application has greater effects on the bulk density of course textured soils rather than fine textured soils, further proving that biochar reduces bulk density through dilution. Secondly, biochar could also reduce bulk density by increasing soil porosity through increased aggregate stability. Lastly, Burrell et al. (68) and Laird et al. (69) suggested that biochar acts as a soil conditioner by supporting microbial communities within the soil biota that are associated with maintaining soil structure.

Soil water retention has also been shown to increase with biochar amendment, as it is a function of bulk density (70). In addition, Quin et al. (71) hypothesized that biochar pores can hold water, contributing to improved water retention. Gray et al. (72) then investigated to distinguish the effects of biochar porosity and surface hydrophobicity on water uptake. To do this, water and ethanol absorption of hazelnut and Douglas fir biochars produced at different pyrolysis temperatures were compared. It was found that with increasing pyrolysis temperature, water absorption decreased, however, ethanol absorption remained constant suggesting that water uptake is related to surface hydrophobicity rather than porosity (72). These results are supported by those of Kinney et al. (73) who determined that biochar hydrophobicity is reduced with increasing pyrolysis temperature (73). Increasing the plant available water in soils can contribute to
the reduction of water usage for crop irrigation, with the potential to greatly benefit water-limited regions globally. 

Soil aggregate stability signifies a soil ability to resist erosion from natural (wind, rainfall etc.) and agricultural forces (tillage, cropping etc.). The effect of biochar amendment on soil aggregate stability has been investigated with mixed results. Once again, soil-biochar interactions are not fully understood, and pairing specific soil profiles with the correct biochar formulation is the key to producing a successful soil amendment. Blanco-Canqui (66) evaluated the results of studies investigating biochar effects on wet aggregation stability over 34 different soil profiles worldwide. Overall, biochar has been shown to increase wet soil aggregate stability, although the significance varied based specific soil profiles. Burrell et al. (68) indicated that biochar amendment in sandy soils will provide better soil aggregate stability than in clay soils by providing inorganic binding agents to promote soil agglomeration.

### 1.4.3 Effects of Aging on Biochar

Determining the effects of aging on biochar composition and structure is important to determine its stability in soils over long periods of time. Initially, biochar was thought to be highly resistant to degradation, with a similar timeline to the charcoal present in the Terra Preta soils. However, recent research has shown contradicting results, implying that the stability of biochars over time is much shorter than initially anticipated. The contradicting results about biochar stability in soils is crucial information from an economic standpoint. The value of carbon credits is highly dependent on biochars ability to sequester soil into the soil for as long a time as possible.

De la Rosa et al. (22) studied the effects of five different biochars (pinewood, paper sludge, sewage sludge, old vineyard wood, mixed wood chips) aging over a 24-month field experiment. The study found that initial C content for all biochars decreased with time, ranging between 11-27% C loss for the different biochar types. The pH for each char varied based on the initial feedstock, however they all decreased over time,
indicating the potential use of biochar as a soil acidification treatment. It was also
determined that aged biochars are less aromatic, and more functionalized than new chars.

Cross and Sohi (74) used accelerated aging techniques through a combination of thermal
and chemical oxidation to determine the effect of pyrolysis temperature on biochar long-
term stability. The C-stability of a number of biochars derived from different feedstocks
at varying pyrolysis temperatures was tested and a clear relationship was observed; with
increasing pyrolysis temperature, C-stability increases as well.

1.4.4 Current Challenges

Biochar can be a very fine powder, which can lead to difficulty when handling and
incorporating into soils. Due to its particulate size, biochar is easily susceptible to
airborne or soil erosion or dissolution and mobilization through runoff, leading to
considerable losses (75–77). It is estimated that approximately 30% of biochar is lost and
becomes airborne when cultivated into soils using standard farming equipment (78).
Biochar granulation is one method of reducing biochar losses during application, as the
larger biochar granules are less susceptible to becoming airborne and washed away. Two
studies conducted by Bowden-Green and Briens (79,80) showed that the drum
granulation of biochar is possible, however challenges lie in finding an appropriate and
inexpensive binding agent. Due to the hydrophobic nature of biochar, water based
binding agents do not penetrate the powder bed, forming liquid marbles during
granulation resulting in a unique granulation method.

Another major concern with using biochar is the formation of polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbons (PAH) during pyrolysis. Animal studies have shown that PAH are
carcinogenic compounds and can also affect the immune and reproductive systems (81).
Plants can absorb PAH from soils through their roots and accumulate until ingested by
humans and animals (82,83). PAH uptake in plants have been directly linked to PAH
concentrations present in contaminated soils (82,84).
A study conducted by De la Rosa et al. (85) conducted a risk assessment of different biochars due to PAH contamination and explored the influence of feedstock, reactor type and operating conditions. Rice husk, wood, wheat and sewage sludge derived biochars were produced in three different pyrolysis reactors (kiln, batch and rotary) at different temperatures (400, 500 and 600 °C). Biochar extractions were performed by Soxhlet extraction with toluene, followed by gas chromatography and mass spectroscopy analysis. The study concluded that the key factors influencing PAH concentrations when producing biochar are the type of reactor and pyrolysis temperature, while feedstock was shown to have minimal effect. The concentration of PAH decreased with increasing pyrolysis temperature, with a drastic decrease in concentration between 400 °C and 500 °C for all char and reactor types (85). The continuous rotary reactor produced the safest biochars compared to the two batch reactors (kiln and batch). It was hypothesized that the immediate separation of the vapours prevents PAH condensation into biochar.

1.5 Granulation

Granulation is used in several industries to reduce dustiness to minimize losses and reduce inhalation and exposure risks; improve flowability and handling; minimize caking of powdered products; and improve bulk density. Wet granulation is the process of agglomerating particles together through the addition of a liquid binder. Binder is sprayed onto a moving powder bed surface, which can be agitated using a mechanical mixer, tumbling drum or fluidization. Binder droplets penetrate the powder bed to bind the particles together by a combination of capillary and viscous forces to form small agglomerates called nuclei. The nuclei then grow through a granulation mechanism into larger granules. More permanent bonds between the particles are then formed following drying or sintering (86).
1.5.1 Hydrophilic Granulation Mechanism

Wet granulation of hydrophilic powders includes three main stages: (i) wetting and nucleation, (ii) consolidation and coalescence and (iii) attrition and breakage. All three stages of granulation can occur together, and do not follow a sequential order. During the wetting and nucleation stage, liquid binder is brought to contact with a dry powder bed and dispersed within the powder bed by mechanical mixing to form small agglomerates called nuclei. Nuclei formation is a function of wetting thermodynamics and kinetics, whereas binder dispersion is a function of, and controlled by process variables (87). Nuclei formation may follow one of two mechanisms proposed by Shaefer and Mathiesen (88). The dispersion mechanism occurs when liquid binder droplets are smaller than the particulates and coat the surface of the particulates causing the individual particulates to agglomerate into a nuclei. When liquid binder droplets are larger than the particulates, the immersion mechanism occurs, and the particulates coat the droplet, and eventually penetrate and fill the droplet to form a nuclei (88). The rate of nuclei growth is highly dependent on the distribution of the binding liquid, as good binder dispersion will provide uniform wetting and controlled nucleation (89–91). There are two broad classes of granule growth behaviour; steady growth and induction or consolidation time growth (92). The deformation of granule is the differentiating factor between the two growth mechanisms. Steady growth behaviour occurs when weaker granules deform during collision, creating a large contact area between granules. The liquid binder is then moved to the surface within the contact zone forming a strong bond between the granules. Contrarily, during consolidation time growth, granules do not deform during collision to form a strong contact bond, causing granules to break apart leading to a period of little to no growth. Liquid binder is continually added until there is enough binder on the surface of the granules to form strong bonds during granule collision, triggering a period of rapid growth. The type of growth behavior is dependent on powder characteristics and granulation parameters such as agitation intensity, liquid viscosity, particle size and liquid surface tension (80,93,94). The third stage in granulation is attrition and breakage. Breakage occurs when wet granules break apart in the granulator, while attrition is the fracture caused by surface wear of dry granules in the granulator or during handling (95).
1.5.2 Granulation of Hydrophobic Powders Mechanism

Granulation mechanisms of hydrophobic powders are currently not well understood. A few studies have examined nucleation mechanisms by drop penetration of liquid binders onto static beds of hydrophobic powders. Contrary to hydrophilic powders, the droplet does not immediately penetrate the powder bed and instead forms a liquid marble structure. The liquid droplet remains intact and powder particles are drawn up and around the surface of the droplet (96,97). A theory to explain this mechanism is based on the solid spreading coefficient model developed by Rowe (98). Hapgood and Khanmohammadi (96) also suggested that bulk motion of the drop due to rolling and impact is required for this type of nucleation to occur. It was also determined that particle size, liquid binder viscosity and surface tension effect the formation of liquid marbles. Hapgood and Khanmohammadi (96) found that liquid marbles were only able to be formed using only the finer grades of PEG200. Decreasing particle sizes creates more stable liquid marbles because as particle size, along with mass, is increased, gravitational forces overcome the forces pulling particles up and around the surface of the liquid marble. Lower viscosity polyethylene glycol (PEG) solutions were also found to form more stable liquid marbles than higher viscosity PEG solutions. However glycerol which had the highest viscosity of all the solutions tested was able to form a stable liquid marble. Lastly, liquid solutions with low surface tensions formed marbles that would collapse while high surface tension liquids formed marbles that were able to maintain their shape.

Mundozah et al. (99) investigated two competing spreading mechanisms of single liquid droplets onto static hydrophilic and hydrophobic beds. The droplet spreading mechanisms investigated are constant drawing area (τ_{CDA}) and decreasing drawing area (τ_{DDA}). τ_{CDA} assumes that horizontal drop diameter remains constant throughout the spreading process while the contact angle decreases, contrary to τ_{DDA} which assumes that contact angle remains unchanged, while horizontal droplet diameter decreases throughout the spreading process. Results showed that horizontal droplet spreading time rate into static hydrophilic powder beds was driven by capillary forces when the liquid droplet is
at maximum horizontal spreading, following the $\tau_{CDA}$ mechanism. As the contact angle between the liquid droplet and powder bed increased (due to increased powder hydrophobicity), the droplet penetration process transitioned from the $\tau_{CDA}$ to $\tau_{DDA}$ mechanism, which occurs via site percolation theory.

1.5.3 Granulation of Biochar

Drum granulation is one type of wet granulation, commonly used in the fertilizer industry to produce granular nitrogen, phosphorus and NPK fertilizer. In this process, agitation of the powdered bed occurs through the rotation of an axially mounted cylinder (drum). In the case of hydrophilic powders, a liquid binder is sprayed, forming nuclei which then tumble to create solid spherical pellets. Drum granulation operating parameters that can be controlled include drum fill volume, liquid binder spray rate and distribution and drum rotation speed. It is important to also note the binder formulation can also impact granulation and granule properties.

Drum rotational speed is one of the fundamental parameters impacting the extent of size enlargement and physical properties of granules through improved opportunity for coalescence to occur. With low drum rotational speed, the powder bed slips at the bottom of the drum with little movement, while high rotational speeds can cause a cataracting flow and wall build up. A cascading flow motion is most desired to provide the greatest probability for granule coalescence to occur (95). It has been suggested that the optimal drum speed is half the critical speed (100), which is defined as follows:

$$N_c = \frac{\sqrt{g \sin \beta}}{2\pi^2D}$$

(1-1)

Where $g$: gravitational constant; $\beta$: angle of the drum; $D$: diameter of the drum

The effect of drum volume load was studied by Santomaso et al. (101), where a drum was filled at 10, 15 and 25 % v/v. It was determined that the transition between the rolling and cascading flow pattern was achieved at 25 % v/v fill level.
Viscosity and liquid tension of the added binder also plays an important role on the consolidation rate and resultant granule properties. In a study conducted by Ivenson and Litster (92), the consolidation rate for the granulation of glass ballotini particles was found to be a complex function of both binder viscosity and solid particle properties. Consolidation rate was found to increase as particle size decreased, and binder viscosity increased. It was also determined that interparticle friction, capillary and viscous forces all affect granule consolidation. Interparticle forces acts as a lubricant between particles, and are therefore reduced with increasing binder content, while also viscous forces.

Bowden-Green and Briens (79,80) were able to successfully granulate three different biochar feedstocks (birchbark, miscanthus and cornstalk) in a drum granulator using hydroxypropyl methylcellulose (HPMC) as the binding agent. Binder concentration, total binder solution volume and drum rotational speed were all found to affect granule size, while drum rotational speed and liquid binder concentration affected granule strength. Increased drum rotational speed and liquid volume increased biochar size in all three feedstocks, however binder concentration had a negative effect due to increased viscous forces. Consolidation was promoted by increased binder concentration leading to overall increased granule strength. Although drum granulation was successfully achieved, granulation parameters need to be optimized to produce granules with characteristics that can withstand handling and distribution methods of the agricultural industry. It would be ideal to produce granules with characteristics similar to fertilizer granules, allowing for the simple integration of biochar granules into current industrial practices.
1.5.4 Thesis Objectives

The following thesis can be divided into three main research stages. Each of the research stages are represented in chapters 2, 3 and 4, respectively. The main objective for the first research stage (Chapter 2) was to design, develop and build a new lab scale pyrolysis reactor capable of producing kg quantities of biochars required for further testing to develop biochar products. Stage 2 (Chapter 3) focused on the validation of the new pyrolysis reactor (referred to as the Rotating Heater Pyrolyzer (RHP)), through the comparison of biochar quality between the RHP and a small-scale lab reactor. The final research stage (Chapter 4) provided an example of a potential application for RHP produced biochar, and the potential for soil amendment between two different digestate feedstocks was investigated.
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Chapter 2

2 Rotating Heater Pyrolysis Reactor (RHP) Design and Development

2.1 Introduction

Biochar is the solid product from biomass pyrolysis. In this process, sustainable and renewable biomass feedstocks are thermally decomposed in the absence of oxygen, and produce solid, liquid and gas products. In the past, the liquid co-product referred to as bio-oil has been the main product of interest due to its potential as a green fuel and ability to be refined into value-added chemicals. Research focus has shifted towards the production of biochar due to the growing number of attractive industrial applications. Examples of the potential applications include biochar as a soil amendment, carbon sequestration technology, activated carbon for wastewater and air purification, bio-coke fuel source for metallurgical applications and as a filler for composite/polymer materials (1–6).

Biochar has been shown to improve soil fertility when used as a soil amendment by increasing plant available nutrients and improving soil structure. Biochar has water soluble crystalline minerals embedded within its structure and surface, providing additional nutrition for plant uptake (7,8). In addition, biochar can also improve soil nutrient retention and reduce eutrophication caused by nutrient leaching (9,10). Increased soil nutrient retention is caused by an increase in soil cation exchange capacity. Biochar addition increases soil cation exchange capacity by a combination of increasing solid organic material (SOM) oxidation and increasing in surface area for cation adsorption (11). Soils physical structure and properties are also influenced by biochar addition. When biochars are properly paired with a soil, biochar amendment has been shown to improve soil bulk density, water retention capacity, and wet aggregate stability (12,13).

The physical and chemical properties of biochar are influenced by pyrolysis parameters such as highest treatment temperature (HTT), heating rate, residence time and feedstock. Differences in feedstock elemental composition and lignin, cellulose and hemicellulose content also impact the properties of the resultant biochar after pyrolysis. Although
specific values vary based on feedstock, the effects of pyrolysis treatment temperature on biochar properties usually follow the following trends; with increasing pyrolysis temperature, yield, volatile matter, hydrogen content, and hydrogen to carbon ratio (H/C) decrease, whereas, ash, aromaticity, carbon content, pH, and surface area increase (14,15). Slower heating rates increase char productions whereas higher heating rates produce more volatiles (16). Singh et al. (34) investigated the influence of 11 feedstock sources on biochar characteristics for soil amendment. Overall, wood derived biochars have higher carbon content, lower ash content (N, P, K, S, Ca, Mg, Al, Na and Cu) and lower potential cation exchange capacity (CEC) followed by leaf based biochars, then manure based biochars. Due to the range of possible properties, biochar as a soil amendment can be customized to meet the specific needs of individual soil profiles.

Biochar can be a very fine powder, making it difficult to incorporate into large agricultural fields as it can be easily blown away and is susceptible to erosion or mobilization through runoff, leading to considerable losses (17–20). For biochar to be an effective soil amendment, it must be a powder with relatively fine particles to provide a large surface for the growth of beneficial bacteria (21) and to enhance the rate of transfer of beneficial minerals from the char to the soil (22). Granulation is one method of transforming biochar powders into a product that can be easily applied to agricultural fields; an additional advantage of granulation is that biochar granules can be formulated to include mineral fertilizer powders. Granulation is the agglomeration of biochar through the addition of a binder solution and is effective at reducing dust emissions of fine powders. With proper binder selection, biochar granules can be designed to disintegrate into individual particles after added to soil and in contact with water.

Evidence of the use of carbonization technologies in ancient civilizations are present in areas such as the Terra Preta (Portuguese meaning “black earth”), a region in the Amazon basin containing a very fertile black soil. The characteristic dark colour of the soil is caused by the addition of charcoal to the soil over hundreds of years through indigenous slash and char agriculture practices. With the progression of modern research and growing interest in pyrolysis products, pyrolysis technologies have been developed into highly specialized units.
As biochar was initially considered the waste product of pyrolysis, most traditional lab scale pyrolysis reactors are designed to maximize bio-oil production. However, in many applications, biochar is more valuable and reactors that maximize the biochar yield and quality are required. While some traditional slow pyrolysis reactors maximize biochar yield (23,24), they do not provide biochar that releases its minerals quickly (25). Traditional lab scale pyrolysis reactors are often not capable of handling large biomass loadings, thereby producing small quantities of biochar. Larger amounts of biochar in the approximate range of 2-5 kg are required to develop granulation methods, and to test for soil amendment applications.

For this research, a new Rotating Heater Pyrolysis reactor (RHP) has been developed to process a variety of feedstocks and create batches of biochar of several kilograms. The RHP allows for the production of biochar that is representative of traditional biochar reactors and can operate under similar conditions. The focus of this chapter is to provide an in-depth description for the RHP technology and characterize the reactors features.

2.2 Rotating Heater Pyrolyzer (RHP)

2.2.1 Principles of the RHP Design

The RHP was designed to meet the following requirements:

- Process biomass batches of 20 L.
- Inexpensive and easy to build.
- Easy, low cost operation.
- Low dust entrainment.
- Low energy consumption.
- Produces char with similar yield, homogeneity and characteristics to standard high temperature (400-500°C), and laboratory batch reactor (See Chapter 3).
Accordingly, the following design decisions were made:

- Avoid the use of a solid heat carrier such as sand or steel shot, which would contaminate the char product.
- Avoid the use of a fluidizing or carrier gas. Such a gas would be costly, require additional energy for heating, and entrain dust and oil vapors out of the reactor.
- Keep the heating surfaces away from the walls. This would minimize heat losses to reduce energy consumption and allow for the use of inexpensive wall material.
- Keep the heating surfaces away from the gas and vapors exhaust. Ideally, the reactor regions near the gas exhaust should be at a relatively low temperature so that heavy tars can be condensed and recycled to the reactor for further conversion to char, light vapors and gas. This would maximize char production and minimize tar production.
- Avoid the use of mechanical mixers. For large lab reactors, mechanical mixers are expensive and consume energy. Mechanical mixers also promote dust generation by attrition of the biochar. Ideally, gravity could be used to provide enough mixing for the production of homogenous biochar: as they react, particles in a pile of biomass will shrink and move towards the bottom of the vessel.

2.2.2 Design and Set-up

The RHP is comprised of four sections: the reactor vessel, the induction heating system, the rotating heater and the air motor. Figure 2-1 shows the schematic structure of the RHP.
The reactor vessel is a cylindrical vessel cast from refractory cement and has a diameter of 45 cm and length of 60 cm (Figure 2-2). Refractory cement was chosen because it does not interact with or shield the induction magnetic fields from the rotating heater. In addition, refractory cement provides additional insulation, and can withstand high process temperatures while maintaining its mechanical strength. The reactor vessel top flange has a diameter of 50 cm and is made from stainless steel. The vessel was designed to these dimensions so that approximately 20 L of feedstock can be processed per batch and produce several kilograms of char required for granulation trials.

Figure 2-1: RHP Schematic.
The top flange is attached by screws drilled into the refractory cement vessel and lined with high temperature silicone to ensure the vessel is sealed. The reactor lid is made from 2.5 cm thick stainless steel with a diameter of 48 cm and is attached to the reactor vessels top flange by 16 bolts (0.10 cm diameter, 5.84 cm length). The surface of the lid exposed to the inside of the reactor is lined with a 0.64 cm thick layer of refractory cement. To prevent any leakage, a gasket is placed between the top flange and lid. There are 4 ports located on the lid; a 2.5 cm diameter vapour exhaust port/biomass feeding port, 0.32 cm thermocouple housing port (Type K) 1.3 cm pressure safety relief valve housing port, and lastly a 2.5 cm port to house the shaft of the rotating heater.

Copper induction coils of 0.64 cm inner diameter are wrapped around the reaction vessel and embedded within a rectangular concrete frame of 64 cm height x 80 cm length. The induction coil system is made up of three turns spanning over 2/3 of the reactor vessel volume. The coil is connected to a SI-12 kW Induction heating system by The Superior Induction Company with a maximum output of 12 kW and a frequency range of 30-80 KHz.

The basic principle for heating in this reactor is to distribute heat to the solids by placing the heating element within the reactor. In conventional pyrolysis reactors, the reaction vessel walls are heated, and solids are displaced to contact the heated surface with either a mechanical mixer or the use of a fluidizing gas, requiring large mechanical energy. The rotating heater was designed to maximize the surface area of the heating element, while
minimizing frictional forces between the element and solid particles during heat
distribution. Figure 2-1 illustrates the rotating heater design. The rotating heater is an
assembly of 10 carbon steel plates stacked perpendicularly from one another and placed 5
cm apart along a shaft.

Carbon steel was chosen for blade material because it is significantly less expensive than
stainless steel; ferromagnetic and therefore able to react with the induction magnetic
field; and able to maintain its shape and strength at high temperatures. Each blade is 25
cm long, 11.5 cm wide and 0.16 cm thick. The plates are strategically placed to maximize
the power input from the induction unit into the heating element while also lessening
frictional forces between the plates and solids. This configuration maximizes the metal
area exposed to the induction magnetic field while minimizing shielding effects between
the plates.

Biomass particles contract when converted into biochar due to the removal of chemically
bound water and volatile organic compounds, combustible hydrocarbons and tars from
the biomass structure. As biomass is converted into biochar, the reactor bed volume
continually decreases, ensuring that the solids in contact with the heater surface are
constantly renewed to provide a uniform biochar product.

Figure 2-3: Reactor lid and rotating heater diagram.
2.3  Materials and Methods

2.3.1  Methods to Characterize RHP Performance

2.3.1.1  Rotating Heater Power Optimization

Three different rotating heaters were designed, built and tested to determine which design would provide the greatest induction power input into the system. The reactor vessel was filled 1/3 of the volume with sand, which acted as a support to hold each of the heating elements tested in place. An ammeter was connected to the induction unit to provide an accurate reading of the maximum current that could enter the system before the induction unit protected itself. Power provided to the induction unit was then calculated using the current from the following Equation:

\[ P = \frac{3(V \times I)}{\sqrt{3}} \]  

(2-1)

Where \( P \) = power in kW, \( V \) = voltage in volts and \( I \) = current in amps. The induction unit operates with three phase alternating current (AC). The induction first converts the three phase AC into a direct current (DC) and then converts it once again into an alternating current with a frequency of up to 80,000 Hz.

2.3.1.2  Actual Power to the Bed and Heat Losses

Energy is supplied to the reactor via an induction heating system described in Section 2.2.2. The power output displayed on the induction unit does not exclusively go towards the pyrolysis reaction. Heat losses within the reactor consume a fraction of the power supplied from the induction unit. The lid of the reactor is also electromagnetic, and therefore some of the induction power is used to heat the lid.

Prior to biomass feeding, the energy supplied to the reactor is equal to the heat losses of the reactor as described by Equation 2-2:

\[ Q_{in} = Q_{loss} \]  

(2-2)
Once the reactor is filled with biomass the energy supplied to the reactor is equal to the energy required for pyrolysis to take place, along with the sum of all heat losses, as described in Equation 2-3:

\[ Q_{in} = Q_{loss} + H_{pyrolysis} \]  

(2-3)

The assumption is commonly made that heat losses between the two scenarios described above are equal, often leading to an overestimation for the enthalpy of pyrolysis. In fact, with the additional power supplied from the induction unit for pyrolysis process to take place, there is a corresponding increase in the reactor wall temperature, resulting with an increase in reactor heat losses.

The method to determine the power input from the rotating heater into the particulate bed was adapted from the method developed by Barry et al. (26), to provide an estimate of the heat losses. Water was injected using a peristaltic pump into the reactor filled with silica sand, operating under the same steady state conditions as experimental pyrolysis runs. The flow rate of water was adjusted until the bed temperature of the sand was reduced and maintained at 100 °C. Under these conditions the energy into the reaction bed is equal to the energy required to vaporize the known flowrate of water (Equation 2-4):

\[ H_{pyrolysis} = \frac{m_{water}}{H_{vaporization}} \]  

(2-4)

2.3.1.3 Energy to Rotate Heater

The reactor vessel was filled to approximately 2/3 volume with unreacted biomass feedstock, then sealed and operated under pyrolysis conditions described in Section 2.3.3. The air motor was set at an air supply pressure of 101.3 kPa and the rotational speed of the heater was recorded. Using data provided by the air motor manufacturing company (Appendix A), the measured rotational speed was converted to determine the corresponding power and torque required to turn the heating element.
2.3.2 Feedstock

Three main feedstocks are used in the scope of this thesis. The first objective for this thesis was to design, develop and characterize the RHP reactor. Woodchip (WCP) biomass was used to develop and characterize the RHP reactor as conversion of this type of feedstock to biochar has been extensively studied in literature (27–31). Woodchip feedstocks are relatively expensive, therefore once the RHP technology had been developed, the focus of this thesis shifted towards converting anaerobic digestate into biochar. The first digestate was provided from Bayview Flowers greenhouse (BFD) located in St. Catherines, ON, and the second from Storm Fisher Environmental (SFD), a food waste anaerobic digestion facility located in London, ON. The three feedstocks have distinct particle shape and size distribution, which can be seen in Figure 2-4 and Table 2-1, respectively.

![Figure 2-4](image)

**Figure 2-4**: (a) Woodchips (b) Storm Fisher Digestate (c) Bayview Flowers Digestate.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Particle Size Distribution Parameters (mm)</th>
<th>WCP</th>
<th>BFD</th>
<th>SFD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dp&lt;sub&gt;10&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dp&lt;sub&gt;50&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dp&lt;sub&gt;90&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>2.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distribution Span</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>3.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.3.3 RHP Experimental Procedure

RHP pyrolysis experiments are based on process time rather than bed temperature. This is due to the nature of the rotating heater, which means that there is no uniform bed temperature. Prior to pyrolysis, all components of the RHP are assembled and the reactor lid is sealed. Compressed air is used to turn on the air motor, which rotates the shaft attached to the rotating heater. The compressed air is controlled by an Arduino system programmed to rotate the shaft similar to a washing machine motion; 3 s clockwise, 3 s counter-clockwise with a specified stationary period of 30 s between each rotation motion.

The biomass sample is fed into the reactor through a feeding port located on the lid until 2/3 of the reactor volume is filled (approximately 20 L). The induction heating system is then turned on, set to the maximum frequency and maintained at a nominal input power of 7.5 kW. The vapour temperature is monitored and recorded throughout the duration of the procedure.

The biomass is heated until the vapour temperature reaches 120 °C to ensure that all moisture in the biomass sample has been removed. Once the vapour temperature has reached 120 °C, the RHP heater remains on for the desired processing time varying between 1 to 4 hours. The gaseous product is continually passed through a condenser that is cooled with water throughout the entire procedure.

Once the desired process time is reached, the induction heating and the compressed air to the rotating heater are turned off, and the entire reactor is left to cool to room temperature over 15 hours (typically overnight).

2.3.4 Biochar Production Conditions

Four biochars were produced from wood chips in the RHP, with varying process times of 1, 2, 3 and 4 hours.
2.3.5 Methods to Characterize Biochar

The following methods were chosen to characterize biochar properties because they are sensitive to pyrolysis temperature and heating rate.

2.3.5.1 Reactor Yield

Char yield was determined by comparing the biomass batch weight fed to the reactor with the weight of the char bed at the end of each run.

\[
BC \text{ yield (\%) } = \frac{\text{Weight of Collected Biochar (g)}}{\text{Weight of Biomass (g)}} \times 100
\]  

(2-5)

2.3.5.2 Red, Green & Blue (RGB) Imaging

2.3.5.2.1 RGB Mode Intensity

The RGB intensity of biochar samples was used as a tool to compare biochars based on colour. As biomass is pyrolyzed into biochar, the colour of biochar gradually becomes darker. Due to the nature of the rotating heater in the RHP, the maximum temperature of the char bed is unknown, and the main operating parameter is processing time. By analyzing biochar colour, a correlation between processing time in the RHP and bed temperature was made to provide a maximum pyrolysis temperature range. The RGB intensity was determined using ZEISS Axiocam 105 colour microscope and software. The Axiocam 105 colour software analyzes each individual pixel from the image taken by the microscope and assigns an RGB intensity between 0 to 255, with zero assigned as pure black and 255 assigned as pure white. The frequency of all the pixels were plotted, with the mean RGB intensity displayed as the peak of the curve (Figure 2-5).
2.3.5.2.2 RGB Intensity Variance

The red intensity was used to determine biochar sample uniformity because it displayed the greatest difference in mode intensity between biochar samples. The more uniform in colour a sample product is, the narrower the distribution spread of the RGB intensity curve. The RGB intensity was determined using ZEISS Axiocam 105 colour microscope and software. The Axiocam 105 colour software analyzes each individual pixel from the image taken by the microscope and assigns an RGB intensity between 0 to 255, with zero assigned as pure black and 255 assigned as pure white. The frequency of all the pixels were plotted, with the mode RGB intensity displayed as the peak of the curve. The coefficient of variation is used to analyze the biochars and is defined as follows:

$$\text{Coefficient of Variation} = \frac{\sqrt{\text{Variance}}}{\text{Mean}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2-6)
2.3.5.3  Ash Content

The procedure to determine the ash content complies with ASTM D1762-84: samples of 1 g were placed in a crucible and dried in an oven at 105 °C for 2 hours, then placed in a muffle furnace 750 °C for 4 hours.

2.3.5.4  Skeletal Density

Sample density was measured by volume displacement. Prior to measurements, each volumetric flask was calibrated. Biochar samples were ground in a burr mill, then sieved to 500 µm. 1 g of the biochar powder is placed into a 120 ml volumetric flask along with 20 ml of dispersant (Finish Quantum dishwasher detergent). The flask was mixed until the biochar powder was immersed within the dispersant solution to form a slurry, then filled with de-ionized water to the 120 ml indicator line and weighed. Biochar volume can then be determined based on the volume of the solution displaced, allowing to calculate the density using the following equations:

\[ \text{Liquid Solution in Volumetric Flask (g)} = (\text{Volumetric flask with BC and liquid solution (g)}) - \text{BC (g)} - \text{Dry volumetric flask (g)} \]  

(2-7)

\[ \text{Biochar Volume} = \text{Volume Displaced (cm}^3) = \frac{[\text{Calibrated liquid (g)} - \text{Liquid solution in volumetric flask (g)}]}{\rho_{\text{water}}} \]  

(2-8)

\[ \text{Skeletal Density (g/cm}^3) = \frac{\text{BC (g)}}{\text{Biochar Volume (cm}^3)} \]  

(2-9)

Where the density of water (\( \rho_{\text{water}} \)) at 25 °C is taken as 0.997 g/cm³.

2.3.5.5  Electrical Conductivity and Heavy Metals Analysis

Leaching of heavy metals and nutrients was studied using a Soxhlet extractor, which continuously washes a sample with fresh recycled solvent, water in this case, over a period of 16 hours.
Electrical conductivity was measured using a High Range Hanna Instruments Combo pH/Conductivity/TDS tester. Electrical conductivity measured in mS/cm were corrected based on biochar sample weight and volume of the extraction liquid as follows:

\[
Corrected\, EC = \frac{EC}{\left(\frac{BC}{V_{extract}}\right)}
\]  

Where EC is the measured electrical conductivity in mS/cm; BC is the weight of biochar sample in g; and \( V_{extract} \) is the volume of the Soxhlet extraction liquid in cm\(^3\).

Figure 2-6 shows a diagram of a Soxhlet extractor, which can be separated into three sections: a boiling flask, extraction chamber and condenser. The boiling flask is placed in an oil bath of 140 °C and heated to boil the solvent, ensuring only pure solvent evaporates. The vaporized solvent bypasses the extraction chamber and enters the condenser. Cooling water flowing through the condenser then condenses the solvent into the extraction chamber. The extraction chamber houses a cellulose thimble filled with biochar sample that is continuously washed with fresh condensed solvent. This solvent collects in the extraction chamber until a volume of 75 mL is reached, then siphoned through a tube back into the boiling flask to be recycled.

The leaching experiment described above has been adapted from EPA Method 3540C and Chegini (2017) used to extract heavy metals and nutrients from solids such as soils, sludges and wastes using a Soxhlet extractor. Deionized water was used to simulate real world conditions of rainfall on agricultural soils.
2.3.5.6 Methylene Blue Adsorption

Methylene blue adsorption capacity was used to measure the porosity of biochar. Methylene blue adsorption was chosen over Brunauer–Emmett–Teller (BET) adsorption to characterize porosity because liquid adsorption is more relatable over gas adsorption as biochar interaction with water is more of a concern. The method described was adapted from Raposo et al. (33). All biochars were washed with 95°C deionized water and dried overnight at 105°C to remove impurities and clear pore structures prior to measurements. Based on preliminary studies conducted with activated carbon, an initial methylene blue and deionized water solution of 800 ppm and biochar to methylene blue solution ratio of

Figure 2-6: Soxhlet extractor (Adapted from Dolinowski (32))
1:75 was used for all adsorption experiments. 0.2 g of biochar was combined with 15 mL of methylene blue solution and agitated in a shaker for 48 hrs. Once this stage was complete, 3 mL of the resulting solution was centrifuged at 5000 rpm for 10 min to separate the biochar from the used methylene solution. The spent methylene blue solution was then diluted with deionized water ratio of 1:7.5 into a cuvette and analyzed using a spectrophotometer. The spectrophotometer analyzed the solution at 664 nm, and a calibration curve was used to determine the diluted solutions methylene blue concentration (Equation 2-11).

\[ Calibration\ Curve\ Concentration = 4.6724(Abs) - 0.1465 \] (2-11)

where Abs is the absorbance reading from the spectrophotometer in nm.

2.4 Results and Discussion

2.4.1 RHP Characterization and Performance

The RHP reactor has high feedstock processing flexibility. Three different biomass feedstocks were processed; woodchips (WCP), Storm Fisher digestate (SFD) and Bayview Flowers digestate (BFD). All three feedstocks were successfully converted to biochar, regardless of the differences in physical properties between the biomass feedstocks. Table 2-2 provides the bulk densities of each biomass feedstock and Table 2-3 provides the biomass loadings used in all the RHP experimental pyrolysis runs. Biomass batches between 6-12 kg were processed, with biomass loadings depending on feedstock type.

Table 2-2: Bulk density of feedstocks.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feedstock</th>
<th>Bulk Density (g/cm^3)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Woodchips (WCP)</td>
<td>0.176</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Storm Fisher Digestate (SFD)</td>
<td>0.694</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bayview Flowers Digestate (BFD)</td>
<td>0.588</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2-3: Biomass loadings for different RHP runs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RHP Process Time (hr)</th>
<th>Biomass Loading (kg)</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Woodchips (WCP)</td>
<td>Storm Fisher Digestate (SFD)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>11.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>12.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>11.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>12.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Three different heating element designs were constructed and tested using the method described in 2.3.1.1. The three designed referred as (i) Spiral heater, (ii) Tube heater and (iii) Plate heater are shown in Figure 2-7.

Figure 2-7: Rotating heater designs (a) Spiral Heater; (b) Tube Heater; (c) Plate Heater.

The three heater designs were created based on a preliminary study investigating the effects of metal geometry and weight on the current passing through the induction system. Based on the preliminary study it was determined that geometry and thickness of the metal also affect power provided to the bed. It is important to note that the relationship between power provided to the system and metal surface area is not linear. Geometry plays an important role with respect to active shielding effects that can occur within an induction magnetic field. In this specific case, active shielding is when counter fields opposite to the main field are produced around a magnetic element within the main
induction field. Therefore, two or more magnetic elements placed next to one another can create an active shield and reduce the heating effects created by the induction magnetic field. The mass of metal also plays an important role in optimizing the power provided to the heating element, and it was determined that lighter metals were able to heat to higher temperatures at faster rates. Based on these preliminary results, it was determined that the rotating heater needs to follow the following constraints:

- Maximize power through the induction system, while also maximizing the surface area available for biomass-to-heater surface contact
- Minimize the effect of shielding between metallic elements of the heater
- Minimize metal element weight, while also being durable enough to withstand mechanical wear and tear
- During rotation, the heating element needs to be able to move aerodynamically through the bed (frictional forces need to be minimized between the heating element and biomass particles to reduce the power required by the motor to turn the heating element. The goal is not to distribute the solids to the heat source, rather distribute the heat source to the solid particles.)

Each of the heating elements were designed with the following constraints in mind. Using the current passed through the induction system with each of the individual heater designed the power passed through the induction system was calculated. Table 2-4 provides the power provided to the unit and the corresponding surface area of each heater design.

Table 2-4: Current through the induction system with the spiral heater, tube heater and plate heater.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rotating Heater Design</th>
<th>Current Through Induction System (Amps)</th>
<th>Nominal Power through the induction system (kW)</th>
<th>Surface Area of Working Metal (m²)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Spiral</td>
<td>21.2</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>0.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tube</td>
<td>15.0</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plate (10 plate design)</td>
<td>22.0</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>0.58</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The plate design provides the highest power through the induction system while maximizing the surface area of the heater. It is important to provide as large a surface area for contact with biomass particles, as biomass particles become reactive when in contact with the heating surface. In addition, the plate design can provide the most aerodynamic movement through the bed of solids. The spiral and tube heaters were less aerodynamic and mechanically ground the feedstocks into a fine dust.

The actual power supplied to the reaction bed was determined using the method described in Section 2.3.1.2. Figure 2-8 provides the conversion of power supplied by the induction unit and the actual power supplied to the sand bed based on the latent vaporization of water. During pyrolysis production runs, the induction unit is set to the maximum allowable power input of 3 kW. The peristaltic pump was unable to provide the flowrate of water required to maintain the bed temperature at 100°C and was interpolated from the relationship shown in Figure 2-8.

It was determined that 2 kW of power are transferred from the heating element to the bed when supplied with 3 kW of power from the induction unit. 1/3 of power supplied to the system is lost due to heat losses from the system and heating of the cooling water passed through the induction coils surrounding the reaction vessel.
Figure 2-8: Power supplied to the reaction bed with the plate heater. Empirical curve fit was used.

The energy required to operate the rotating heater was determined using the methods described in section 2.3.1.3. The operating pressure, heater rpm in the clockwise and counter-clockwise rotation is listed in Table 2-5 along with the corresponding air consumption, torque and power consumption using the information provided from the air motor manufacturing company.

Table 2-5: Energy consumption required to operate the rotating heater.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Clockwise Rotation</th>
<th>Counter-clockwise Rotation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rotation per minute (rpm)</td>
<td>145</td>
<td>215</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air line pressure (bar)</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air consumption (l/s)</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Torque (N.m)</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>5.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power consumption (kW)</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
One of the design objectives for this reactor was to keep the heating element at a distance from the walls to have vapours exiting the reactor through the exhaust at relatively low temperatures. The purpose behind this design decision was to condense heavy tars to be further converted to char, vapours and gas. Deposits of condensed heavy tars are shown in Figure 2-9, verifying that heavy tars are being condensed and recycled throughout pyrolysis.

![Figure 2-9: Tar deposits along lid of RHP.](image)

2.4.2 Effect of Process Time on Biochar Properties

As shown in Figure 2-10, the yield of biochar decreases with a decrease in processing time. The yield of biochar decreases from 73.2% to 43.8% from process time of 0.5 hrs to 2 hrs and remains relatively constant between 2 to 4 hrs. A 0.4% increase in biochar yield occurs between process times of 2 to 3 hrs. This is contradictory as biochar yield generally increases with increasing processing time. The increase in yield could be attributed to the condensation of tars on the lid of the reactor. As reaction time proceeds, the lid gets progressively hotter and the condensed tars on the lid may be drying and falling into the bed, making a minor contribution to the overall yield.
Figure 2-11 depicts the effect of RHP process time on the mode red intensity. The mode red intensity is used to detect changes in colour within the biochar, as described in Section 2.3.5.2. The woodchip feedstock is represented at a process time of 0 hrs and has a mode red intensity of 255. Figure 2-11 clearly illustrates that there is a significant change in red colour intensity between the raw feedstock and biochars processed between 1 to 4 hours. Regardless of processing time, the red intensity remains relatively constant for all chars, potentially indicating that the pyrolysis reaction occurs within 1 hr of processing time, however longer holding times may be required to achieve specific char property goals, depending on the end use applications.
Figure 2-11: Effect of process time (hrs) on mode red intensity of woodchip derived biochar. Raw woodchip feedstock mode red intensity is represented at a process time of 0 hrs, Triplicate results are displayed.

Figure 2-13 shows the effect of RHP process time on the ash content of the biochars. The relatively large variation between the triplicate ash content measurements are attributed to inhomogeneities such as small rocks, sand and soil present within the woodchip feedstock. The reproducibility for the ash content measurements are greatly affected by inhomogeneities present within the feedstock at the 1 g sampling level. However, some general trends are still observed. As expected, ash content increases from with increasing processing time between 1 to 3 hrs. A significant drop in ash content is observed between processing time of 3 to 4 hrs. The drop in ash content is unexpected as mineral concentration within a biochar sample should increase with increasing pyrolysis temperature/ processing time or plateau and remain relatively constant in the case that after a certain process time is reached, the pyrolysis temperature does not change.

The coefficient of variation of the mode red intensity was also analyzed to determine the uniformity of the biochar products. Figure 2-12 demonstrates the effects of RHP process time on the red mode intensity coefficient of variation. The variance of the RHP char remains relatively constant around a coefficient of variation of approximately 0.5,
indicating that regardless of processing time, the resultant products are all processed similarly and have a comparable homogeneity. The homogeneity of RHP derived chars compared to chars produced with a traditional lab scale batch reactor is investigated in Chapter 3.

Figure 2-12: Effect of RHP process time (hrs) on the red mode intensity coefficient of variation. Triplicate results are displayed.

Figure 2-13: Effect of RHP process time (hrs) on the ash content of woodchip derived biochar. Triplicate results are displayed.
Figure 2-14 displays the effect of RHP process time on the skeletal density of woodchip derived chars. Due to inhomogeneities such as sand, small rocks and soil present within the feedstock, skeletal density measurements showed some variation. Rock and sand particles affect the skeletal density measurements on the 1 g sampling level, as these are high density and non-porous materials.

![Figure 2-14](image)

Figure 2-14: Effect of RHP process time (hrs) on the skeletal density of woodchip derived biochar. Triplicate results are displayed.

Figure 2-15 illustrates the effect of process time on the electrical conductivity of biochar Soxhlet extract with respect to the electrical conductivity of raw woodchip Soxhlet extract. As shown in Figure 2-15, processing the feedstock in the RHP increases the electrical conductivity of biochar extract regardless of process time. At lower processing times between 1 to 2 hours, the electrical conductivity of the biochar extract with respect to the electrical conductivity of biomass extract increased by a factor of 1.35. Then a decrease in electrical conductivity is observed from process times of 3 to 4 hrs and approaches the baseline electrical conductivity of the raw woodchip feedstock. The decrease in electrical conductivity is unexpected as the concentration of mineral content was shown to increase with increasing process time (Figure 2-13). The initial increase in electrical conductivity may have been caused by the formation of pore structures within
the biochar providing better contact between water and the water-soluble metals. While the decrease in electrical conductivity starting at 3 hr process time may be caused by tars plugging the biochar pore structures, reducing access to water soluble minerals.

![Graph](image)

Figure 2-15: Effect of RHP process time on the electrical conductivity of biochar Soxhlet extract from biochar with respect to the electrical conductivity of raw woodchip Soxhlet extract. Average of duplicate measurements displayed.

Methylene blue adsorption capacity is related to macropore and mesopore distribution and can be used as a tool to interpret the level of porosity in activated carbons and biochars. Figure 2-16 portrays the effect of RHP process time on methylene blue adsorption capacity. An overall decrease in methylene blue adsorption is observed between processing times of 1 to 4 hrs. This decreasing trend resembles the trend observed in Figure 2-15, and implies that the production of tars may be clogging the pore structures, leading to reduced electrical conductivities and methylene blue adsorption.
2.5 Conclusions

The Rotating Heater Pyrolyzer (RHP) is a new batch reactor with characteristics that make it suitable for lab scale biochar production. One of the main features of the RHP is that heat is distributed to the solids via a rotating heating element instead of the other way around as is the case in most traditional lab scale pyrolysis reactors. A number of design objectives for the RHP were set and ultimately met. The RHP is capable of successfully processing a wide variety of feedstocks and producing batches of biomass within the 10-12 kg range, depending on feedstock. The RHP has a relatively low energy consumption, as it relies on gravity for mixing, leading to low air consumption rates required to turn the rotating heater, and contains efficient heating with only 1/3 of the power lost due to environmental heat losses. In addition, capital and operating expenses are minimized as no solid heat carrier or fluidization gas are required for pyrolysis to effectively take place. Condensation and recycling of heavy tars from the vapour stream occurs, contributing to the reactor biochar yields.
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Chapter 3

3 Comparison of RHP Derived Biochar Properties to Standard Batch Pyrolysis Biochar

3.1 Introduction

Biochar is the solid product produced during the process known as pyrolysis. Pyrolysis is the thermal decomposition of organic matter in the absence of oxygen at elevated temperatures, and produces a solid called biochar, condensable vapours referred to as bio-oil and gases (mostly carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide and methane). Biochar is a porous material comprised of crystallized carbon, inorganics (ash) and polyaromatic hydrocarbons (PAH) originally contained within the biomass feedstock. Biomass feedstocks for pyrolysis are provided by sustainable sources of biomass, which are organic resources that do not compete with food sources or require land use changes with negative environmental impacts (1). Examples of feedstocks include agricultural and forestry waste, food waste, and animal waste. Biochar has gained interest for its potential use as a carbon sequestration technology and soil amendment to improve agricultural output. Biochar is often characterized by end use application, as its physical and chemical properties are highly dependent on pyrolysis conditions including feedstock, pyrolysis temperature heating rate and exposure time (2–4). Biochar can be used in other applications including wastewater treatment, bio-coke fuel source for metallurgical applications, and as a filler for composite/polymer materials (5–10).

Choosing the appropriate reactor design is essential to successfully produce pyrolysis products for any application. Pyrolysis reactors operate under the same general principle where heat is supplied to a reaction vessel under oxygen limiting conditions, with the heat delivery system and gas-solid contact being the main defining trait between reactors. Most lab scale reactors are geared towards the production of bio-oil over biochar. The rotating heater pyrolyzer (RHP) is a lab scale reactor designed specifically to produce several kg of char (Chapter 2). Unlike most lab scale reactors, the RHP does not heat the exterior of the reaction vessel, and instead a metallic heating element is placed inside, and
heated via induction. In addition, the RHP does not require any heat carriers or fluidization gas, and the main body is constructed from concrete.

The aim of this study was to compare biochar produced with the RHP to biochar produced using a standard batch pyrolysis reactor, referred to as the Pyrolytic Shaker Reactor (PSR). Properties related to soil amendment applications are tested and compared between the RHP and PSR technologies.

It is noted that Section 3.3: Feedstock and Biochar Characterization Methods contains the same characterization methods as those outlined in Chapter 2 with the exception of Sections 3.3.1.3, 3.3.1.4, and 3.3.1.5.2

### 3.2 Materials and Pyrolysis Methods

#### 3.2.1 Feedstock

Three main feedstocks are used in the scope of this thesis. The first objective for this thesis was to design, develop and characterize the RHP reactor. Woodchip (WCP) biomass was used to develop and characterize the RHP reactor as conversion of this type of feedstock to biochar (BC) has been extensively studied in literature (11–15). Woodchip feedstocks are relatively expensive, therefore once the RHP technology had been developed, the focus of this thesis shifted towards converting two different anaerobic digestates into biochar. The first digestate was provided from Bayview Flowers greenhouse (BFD) located in St. Catherines, ON, and the second from Storm Fisher Environmental (SFD), a food waste anaerobic digestion facility located in London, ON.
3.2.2 Standard Batch Pyrolysis Reactor: Pyrolytic Shaker Reactor (PSR)

The Pyrolytic Shaker Reactor (PSR) is comprised of three sections: the reactor vessel, induction heating system and the mechanical agitation system. Figure 3-1 shows the schematic structure of the PSR.

![Image of Pyrolytic Shaker Reactor (PSR) schematic structure](image)

Figure 3-1: Schematic drawing of Pyrolytic Shaker Reactor (PSR): (a) Trimetric view (b) Front view.

Mechanical agitation is provided by a dedicated electric shaker. The shaker measures 29 cm length x 66 cm height x 39 cm wide. The shaker provides axial radial and angular mixing of the solid particles (Appendix B). Due to rapid heating of the solid bed, mixing is assisted by the evolution of gaseous pyrolysis products, which aerate the bed.

The reactor body is made of 0.08 cm thick carbon steel and has a diameter of 17 cm and a height of 19 cm (Figure 3-1). The lid has a diameter of 17 cm. To allow for exhaust of the product vapours during pyrolysis, a 2.5 cm diameter port is added to the lid, with gas pipe tubing attached to a condenser. A second port with a 0.64 cm diameter has a tee valve that houses a 0.32 cm type K/J thermocouple and a pressure safety relief valve.
The thermocouple is used to monitor bed temperature. The induction system is a SI-12kW model from the Superior Induction Company with a maximum nominal output of 12 kW and a frequency range of 30-80 KHz. Copper coil (0.64 cm inner diameter tubing) for the induction system tightly surrounds the reactor vessel and is held in place by the shaker support beams. The coil is made up of 3 turns with an outer diameter of 18 cm, and an insulating sleeve covering the entire length of the coils for safety purposes.

3.2.3 Rotating Heater Pyrolyzer (RHP)

The RHP is comprised of four sections: the reactor vessel, the induction heating system, the rotating heater and the air motor. Figure 3-2 shows the schematic structure of the RHP (Chapter 2). An in-depth description and operation of the RHP design is provided in Chapter 2.

![Figure 3-2: RHP Schematic.](image-url)
3.2.4 Pyrolysis Procedures

3.2.4.1 PSR Procedure

Prior to pyrolysis, 2/3 of the volume of the reaction vessel is filled with biomass feedstock, with the weight of biomass sample recorded. Biomass batches fed to the reactor do not undergo any pre-treatment (for example; sieving or grinding to a specific size distribution) other than air drying over 48 hrs, to reduce the moisture content below 10%. The vessel is then sealed and secured into the shaking device. PSR agitation is started and maintained throughout the duration of the experiment to ensure proper mixing and heat transfer to create a uniform sample bed temperature. The induction heating system is turned on, set to the maximum frequency and maintained at a nominal input power of 8 kW. Samples are then heated to a set bed temperature (between 250 °C and 600 °C). Once the desired temperature is reached, both shaking, and induction heating are turned off, and the reactor and its contents are allowed to cool to room temperature.

3.2.5 Biochar Production Conditions

Twelve different WCP derived biochars were produced for detailed characterization using the PSR, gradually increasing in pyrolysis temperature from 250 to 525 °C, by increments of 25 °C. Two RHP derived chars were produced with WCP at processing times of 2 and 3 hrs for the same detailed characterization.

3.3 Feedstock and Biochar Characterization Methods

The following methods were chosen to characterize biochar properties because they are sensitive to pyrolysis temperature and heating rate.
3.3.1.1 Reactor Yield

Char yield was determined by comparing the biomass batch weight fed to the reactor with the weight of the char bed at the end of each run.

\[
BC \text{ yield (\%)} = \frac{\text{Weight of Collected Biochar (g)}}{\text{Weight of Biomass (g)}} \times 100
\]  

(3-1)

3.3.1.2 Red, Green & Blue (RGB) Imaging

3.3.1.2.1 Red Green Blue (RGB) Intensity

The RGB intensity of biochar samples was used as a tool to compare RHP and PSR biochars based on colour. As biomass is pyrolyzed into biochar, the colour of biochar gradually becomes darker. The RGB intensity was determined using ZEISS Axiocam 105 colour microscope and software. The Axiocam 105 colour software analyzes each individual pixel from the image taken by the microscope and assigns an RGB intensity between 0 to 255, with zero assigned as pure black and 255 assigned as pure white. The frequency of all the pixels were plotted, with the mean RGB intensity displayed as the peak of the curve as shown in the example of Figure 3-3.
3.3.1.2.2 RGB Intensity Variance

The red intensity was used to determine biochar sample uniformity as preliminary results showed that it provided the greatest difference in mode intensity between biochar samples. The more uniform in colour a sample product is, the narrower the distribution spread of the RGB intensity curve. The RGB intensity was determined using ZEISS Axiocam 105 colour microscope and software. The Axiocam 105 colour software analyzes each individual pixel from the image taken by the microscope and assigns an RGB intensity between 0 to 255, with zero assigned as pure black and 255 assigned as pure white. The frequency of all the pixels were plotted, with the mode RGB intensity displayed as the peak of the curve.

The coefficient of variation is used to analyze the biochars and is defined as follows:

\[
\text{Coefficient of Variation} = \frac{\sqrt{\text{Variance}}}{\text{Mean}} \tag{3-2}
\]
3.3.1.3 Ash Content

The procedure to determine the ash content complies with ASTM D1762-84: samples of 1 g were placed in a crucible and dried in an oven at 105 °C for 2 hours, then placed in a muffle furnace 750 °C for 4 hours.

The results were not inaccurate/reproducible due to inhomogeneities within the feedstock such as soil, small rocks and sand. At the 1 g level of sampling, these inhomogeneities have an amplified effect on the results as they are almost completely comprised of ash. A much larger sampling size would be required to minimize these errors. Due to these inaccuracies, the ash content measurements were omitted from the results and discussion section and can be found in Appendix C.

3.3.1.4 Skeletal Density

Sample density was measured by volume displacement. Prior to measurements, each volumetric flask was calibrated. Biochar samples were ground in a burr mill, then sieved to 500 μm. 1 g of the biochar powder is placed into a 120 ml volumetric flask along with 20 ml of dispersant (Finish Quantum dishwasher detergent). The flask was mixed until the biochar powder was immersed within the dispersant solution to form a slurry, then filled with de-ionized water to the 120 ml indicator line and weighed. Biochar volume can then be determined based on the volume of the solution displaced, allowing to calculate the density using the following equations:

\[
\text{Liquid Solution in Volumetric Flask (g)} = \\
(V\text{olumetric flask with BC and liquid solution (g)}) - BC (g) - \\
Dry \text{ volumetric flask (g)}
\]

\[
(3-3)
\]

\[
Biochar \text{ Volume} = \text{Volume Displaced (cm}^3) = \\
\left[\frac{Calibrated \text{ liquid (g)} - \text{Liquid solution in volumetric flask (g)}}{\rho_{\text{water}}}\right]
\]

\[
(3-4)
\]
Relative Density \( \left( \frac{g}{cm^3} \right) = \frac{BC (g)}{Biochar Volume (cm^3)} \) \hspace{1cm} (3-5)

Due to inhomogeneities such as small rocks, sand and soil present within the woodchip feedstock, skeletal density results were not accurate or reproducible. At the 1 g sampling level, the effects of these inhomogeneities greatly affect the measurements, as rock and soil are relatively non-porous materials, leading to inaccurate measurements. The skeletal measurements were omitted from the results and discussion section of this chapter and can be found in Appendix C.

Where the density of water \( (\rho_{water}) \) at 25 °C is taken as 0.997 g/cm³.

### 3.3.1.5 Electrical Conductivity

Leaching of heavy metals and nutrients was studied using two different extraction procedures. The first extraction method was conducted using a Soxhlet extractor, which continuously washes a sample with fresh recycled solvent, water in this case, over a period of 16 hours. A new extraction method referred to as “Nespresso Extraction” was devised to extract heavy metals and nutrients within a much shorter time (30 s). The extraction system uses an espresso coffee machine, where a set volume of very hot, pressurized water (95 °C and 19 bars) is passed through a packed bed of finely ground biochar.

Electrical conductivity was measured for both extraction methods using a High Range Hanna Instruments Combo pH/Conductivity/TDS tester. Electrical conductivity measured in mS/cm were corrected based on biochar sample weight and volume of the extraction liquid as follows:

\[
Corrected \text{ EC} = \frac{EC_{\text{BC} \cdot \text{V}_{\text{extract}}}}{(3-6)}
\]

Where EC is the measured electrical conductivity in mS/cm; BC is the weight of biochar sample in g; and \( V_{\text{extract}} \) is the volume of the Soxhlet extraction liquid in cm³.
The electrical conductivity of the resulting extraction liquids from both extraction methods was measured and a correlation was determined. The procedure for both extraction methods is described in further detail below.

### 3.3.1.5.1 Soxhlet Extraction

Figure 3-4 shows a diagram of a Soxhlet extractor, which can be separated into three sections: a boiling flask, extraction chamber and condenser. The boiling flask is placed in an oil bath of 140 °C and heated to boil the solvent, ensuring only pure solvent evaporates. The vaporized solvent bypasses the extraction chamber and enters the condenser. Cooling water flowing through the condenser then condenses the solvent into the extraction chamber. The extraction chamber houses a cellulose thimble filled with biochar sample that is continuously washed with fresh condensed solvent. This solvent collects in the extraction chamber until a volume of 75 mL is reached, then siphoned through a tube back into the boiling flask to be recycled.

The leaching experiment described above has been adapted from EPA Method 3540C and Chegini (2017) used to extract heavy metals and nutrients from solids such as soils, sludges and wastes using a Soxhlet extractor. Deionized water was used to simulate real world conditions of rainfall on agricultural soils.
3.3.1.5.2 Nespresso™ Extraction

A new method of extracting heavy metals and nutrients was developed utilizing a Nespresso coffee maker. In this system, 95 °C deionized water is passed through a stainless-steel capsule packed with biochar sample. The capsule contains small pores to allow water to pass through the packed bed with minimal biochar loss. As the deionized water passes through the sample, water-soluble nutrients and heavy metals are removed, and the liquid extract is collected. Preliminary testing showed that there is a strong correlation between Soxhlet and Nespresso extract electrical conductivity (Figure 3-5). The Nespresso extraction method has the potential to provide a very quick tool to
determine biochar extract electrical conductivity, as the extraction time is reduced from 16 hrs via Soxhlet down to 30 s. However, one of the trade offs is that the Nespresso extract electrical conductivity is more sensitive to changes in particulate size than Soxhlet extraction. Because Soxhlet extraction has a long water-biochar contact time, water has more time to penetrate the internal pores of larger particulates allowing for better extraction. Therefore, only Soxhlet extracted electrical conductivities are referred to throughout the remainder of the thesis. Further details on this extraction method can be found in Appendix D.

![Correlation between electrical conductivity (EC) of Soxhlet extracted and Nespresso extracted liquids. BC: Biochar, BM: Biomass.](image)

Figure 3-5: Correlation between electrical conductivity (EC) of Soxhlet extracted and Nespresso extracted liquids. BC: Biochar, BM: Biomass.

### 3.3.1.6 Methylene Blue Adsorption

Methylene blue adsorption capacity was used to measure the porosity of biochar. Methylene blue adsorption was chosen over Brunauer–Emmett–Teller (BET) adsorption to characterize porosity because liquid adsorption is more relatable over gas adsorption as biochar interaction with water is more of a concern. The method described was adapted from Raposo et al. (17). All biochars were washed with 95°C deionized water and dried
overnight at 105°C to remove impurities and clear pore structures prior to measurements. Based on preliminary studies conducted with activated carbon, an initial methylene blue and deionized water solution of 800 ppm and biochar to methylene blue solution ratio of 1:75 was used for all adsorption experiments. 0.2 g of biochar was combined with 15 mL of methylene blue solution and agitated in a shaker for 48 hrs. Once this stage was complete, 3 mL of the resulting solution was centrifuged at 5000 rpm for 10 min to separate the biochar from the used methylene solution. The spent methylene blue solution was then diluted with deionized water ratio of 1:7.5 into a cuvette and analyzed using a spectrophotometer. The spectrophotometer analyzed the solution at 664 nm, and a calibration curve was used to determine the diluted solutions methylene blue concentration (Equation 3-7).

\[
\text{Calibration Curve Concentration} = 4.6724(Abs) - 0.1465 \quad (3-7)
\]

where Abs is the absorbance reading from the spectrophotometer in nm.

### 3.4 Results and Discussion

Figure 3-6 illustrates the effect of RHP process time on biochar yield. Processing times between 2 to 3 hrs produced comparable yields of 43.8% and 44.2%, respectively. The comparable yields imply that the chars are produced at very similar temperatures regardless of the process time between 2 to 3 hours. Therefore, when comparing the rest of the RHP biochar properties to PSR biochar, the average property measurement between chars produced for 2 and for 3 hrs is used throughout the remainder of this chapter.
As shown in Figure 3-7, biochar yields in the PSR decrease from 94.2% to 34.7% with an increase in pyrolysis temperature between 250 °C to 525 °C. The decrease in biochar yield is expected due to the significant mass loss caused by volatilization. Comparing PSR to RHP yields, RHP derived char corresponds to a process temperature of 400 °C (Figure 3-7).

Figure 3-6: Effect of RHP process times on biochar yield.
Figure 3-7: Effect of temperature on PSR biochar yield. Dotted line represents an empirical curve fit. Dashed line represents the corresponding PSR pyrolysis temperature of the average RHP char yield between 2 to 3 hrs. Duplicate runs are plotted.

Mode red intensity is used as an indication of the biomass to biochar change in colour with respect to temperature. Figure 3-8: Effect of pyrolysis temperature on the mode red intensity of PSR woodchip derived biochars. Arrow provides a possible range of pyrolysis temperatures corresponding of the RHP derived chars. Illustrates that with increasing pyrolysis temperature, PSR derived biochars red mode intensity decreased from 183.0 to 37.0. This is because as biochar is formed at higher temperatures, it becomes darker in colour. The red intensity plateaus between 375 °C to 525 °C, indicating that after pyrolysis at 375 °C, biochar colour does not significantly vary. The red intensity of RHP derived biochar is compared to the colour change scale determined for PSR derived chars to provide a temperature range of RHP pyrolysis temperature corresponding to a 2-3 hrs processing time. Figure 3-8 shows that RHP derived biochar are comparable to PSR chars produced at 375 °C or greater.
Figure 3-8: Effect of pyrolysis temperature on the mode red intensity of PSR woodchip derived biochars. Arrow provides a possible range of pyrolysis temperatures corresponding of the RHP derived chars.

The variance of the mode red intensity was also analyzed to determine the uniformity of the biochar products. Figure 3-9 depicts the variance of PSR derived chars as a function of pyrolysis temperature. The variance of RHP char produced lies within the range of PSR derived chars, indicating that the RHP produced a product with equivalent homogeneity to the PSR. In addition, by comparison the RHP derived char corresponds to a production temperature of 400 °C.
Figure 3-9: Effect of temperature on the red intensity coefficient of variance. Dotted line represents an empirical curve fit. Dashed line represents the corresponding PSR pyrolysis temperature of the average RHP char red intensity coefficient of variation between 2 to 3 hrs. Triplicate measurements are plotted.

The effect of pyrolysis temperature for PSR derived chars and process time for RHP chars on electrical conductivity relative to raw woodchip biomass electrical conductivity was investigated. In Figure 3-10, the electrical conductivity of Soxhlet extracted liquids was observed to increase linearly with pyrolysis temperature. These findings agree with the trends observed by Singh et al. (2010) (4) and Kloss et al. (2012) (11). RHP derived char electrical conductivity lies within the range of PSR derived chars, and has an electrical conductivity equivalent to a PSR derived char produced at 375 °C. These results correspond with the pyrolysis temperature range determined through red colour intensity image analysis in Figure 3-8.
Figure 3-10: Effect of temperature on electrical conductivity (EC) of Soxhlet extracted liquids with reference to raw woodchip feedstock EC. Dotted line represents an empirical curve fit. Dashed line represents the corresponding PSR pyrolysis temperature of the average EC of RHP char Soxhlet extracted liquids between 2 to 3 hrs. Average of duplicate measurements are plotted.

Methylene blue adsorption has been used to approximate the distribution of pores for activated carbons and is related to macropore and mesopore capacity (17). Figure 3-11 shows that methylene blue absorption decreases with increasing pyrolysis temperature. The methylene blue adsorption of the RHP derived char was measured at 14.5 mgMB/gBiochar, and matches a PSR char produced at 365 °C.
Figure 3-11: Effect of pyrolysis temperature on methylene blue adsorption. Dotted line represents an empirical curve fit. Dashed line represents the corresponding PSR pyrolysis temperature of the average RHP biochar methylene blue adsorption capacity produced between 2-3 hours.

The properties of RHP and PSR derived chars produced under varying pyrolysis temperature and processing time were compared to determine the corresponding RHP temperatures. A dimensionless property comparison parameter was used to allow for the comparison of all the biochar properties tested at once. The parameter is defined as follows:

\[
\text{Property Comparison Parameter} = \frac{[R_{\text{avg}} - P_i]}{P_{\text{Max}} - P_{\text{Min}}} \quad (3-8)
\]

where \( R_{\text{avg}} \) is the property measurement average between RHP chars produced at 2 and 3 hrs, \( P_i \) is the measured property of PSR derived char at temperature \( i \), \( P_{\text{Max}} \) and \( P_{\text{Min}} \) are the range of the measured property of PSR chars produced at 550 and 250 °C, respectively.
Based on Figure 3-12 the RHP chars produced at a processing time of 2 and 3 hrs were equivalent to chars produced with the PSR at 400 °C. The property comparison parameter for most characterization methods (except for methylene blue adsorption and red mode intensity variance) intersect the x-axis at 400 °C, indicating that the characterization measurements were the same. Methylene blue adsorption does not intersect the x-axis of the graph at 400 °C, which is also observed in Figure 3-11 and indicates an equivalent PSR temperature of approximately 375 °C. Contrary to the results determined in Figure 3-12, the red mode intensity variance does correspond to a production temperature of 400 °C in Figure 3-9. The discrepancy between these results occurred because the raw data is used to calculate the property comparison parameter, whereas the results in Figure 3-9 are based on the trendline determined.

The same analysis used to determine the equivalent PSR temperature of RHP derived chars was performed on chars derived from Storm Fisher digestate and Bayview Flower digestate feedstocks (Appendix E). Table 3-1 reports the equivalent PSR temperatures of RHP derived chars for the individual characterizations. The coefficient of variation was not able to provide an equivalent PSR temperature for SFD and BFD feedstocks because the effects of temperature on the coefficient of variance were minimal. For both digestate feedstocks, the properties of RHP char processed for 4 hrs was compared to the range of PSR derived chars. It was determined that RHP chars have an equivalent PSR temperature range between 420 to 450 °C for SFD derived chars, and 400 – 420 °C for BFD derived chars.
Figure 3-12: Comparison between all the properties characterized for RHP char processed for the average between 2 to 3 hrs processing time.

Table 3-1: Equivalent PSR temperatures of RHP derived chars based on individual biochar characterization for all feedstocks.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feedstock</th>
<th>WCP</th>
<th>SFD</th>
<th>BFD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Process Conditions (hrs)</td>
<td>Average 2 – 3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Characterization Method</td>
<td>Equivalent PSR Temperature (°C)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yield</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>380</td>
<td>420</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red Mode Intensity</td>
<td>&gt;375</td>
<td>&gt;270</td>
<td>&gt;270</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coefficient of Variance</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ash Content</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>420</td>
<td>&gt;400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skeletal Density</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soxhlet Electrical Conductivity</td>
<td>375</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>340</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methylene Blue Adsorption</td>
<td>375</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>410</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.5 Conclusions

In this study, physical and chemical properties of woodchip derived biochars produced with a new pyrolysis technology referred to as the Rotating Heater Pyrolyzer (RHP) were compared to chars produced using a standard batch reactor (PSR) to determine if the RHP can produce a char with similar properties to one produced with the PSR at a specific temperature profile. RHP chars processed between 2-3 hrs were compared to PSR chars produced between 250 to 525 °C, and it was determined that the RHP char is equivalent to PSR char produced between 375 - 400 °C.

The equivalent PSR temperature of two digestate feedstocks produced in the RHP at a processing time of 4 hrs was also determined using the analysis method presented for the woodchip feedstock. RHP chars derived from SFD feedstock was found to have an equivalent PSR temperature range between 420 to 450 °C while RHP chars produced from BFD feedstock ranged from 420 to 450 °C.

A new extraction method referred as the Nespresso extraction was developed for this research, to provide a quick and efficient means of determining biochar nutrient and metals leaching based on the extracted liquid electrical conductivity. The Nespresso extraction method can reduce the time required to process samples from 16 hours to 30 s, making it suitable for the monitoring of industrial biochar units.
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Chapter 4

4 A Comparison Between Two Anaerobic Digestate Derived Biochars for Soil Amendment Applications

4.1 Introduction

Biochar is a carbon rich powder produced during a process known as pyrolysis, where organic material is thermally degraded under oxygen limited conditions. In the past, bio-oil was the main pyrolysis product of interest, however the interest has shifted to the industrial and environmental applications of biochar. Some areas of research interest include the application of biochar for carbon sequestration; soil amendment; precursor material for activated carbon used for wastewater and air purification; bio-coke fuel source for metallurgical applications; and as a filler for composite/polymer materials (1–6). Numerous studies have investigated the beneficial effects of biochar as a soil amendment, and shown that biochar amendment can improve plant available nutrients, soil cation exchange capacity and soil water holding capacity (7–11).

There is a growing interest in using biochar as a form of agricultural and animal waste management (12). In Canada alone, approximately 6 million tons of food waste are discarded each year, representing a significant resource for renewable energy processes such as anaerobic digestate (13). The solid product of anaerobic digestion is referred to as digestate and is the solid concentration of nutrients and organic matter present in the original waste material. Digestate is often sold as an inexpensive fertilizer, however nutrient leaching leading to the pollution of surface and ground water pose serious environmental issues (12,14). The pyrolysis of digestates can minimize the environmental impacts that amending soil with raw digestates pose while continuing to improve soil fertility. In addition, the production of biochar helps mitigate the effects of climate change by sequestering carbon and creating a carbon sink when incorporated into soils. Biochars have a high carbon stability, making them highly resistant to microbial degradation (15–17).
The Rotating HeaterP (RHP) is a lab scale reactor designed to produce several kg of biochar per batch. Unlike most lab scale pyrolysis reactors, the heating source is placed within the reactor and rotated to distribute heat to the solid biomass particles (Chapter 2). Biochar physical and chemical properties are highly dependent on the nature of the feedstock and pyrolysis conditions including temperature, heating rate and exposure time (18–20). Therefore, the objective for this study was to investigate the effects of process conditions on the char properties related to soil amendment on two different anaerobic digestate feedstocks.

It is noted that for Sections 4.2.2 through 4.3.1.6 the pyrolysis methods and biochar characterization methods are the same as those outlined in Chapter 2.

### 4.2 Materials and Pyrolysis Methods

#### 4.2.1 Feedstock

Two different anaerobic digestates were used to make the biochars studied. The first digestate was procured from Bayview Flowers greenhouse (BFD) located in St. Catherines, ON, and the second from Storm Fisher (SFD), a food waste anaerobic digestion facility located in London, ON. The moisture contents of each feedstock are listed in Table 4-1, and measured in triplicate with a Mettler Toledo Moisture Analyzer.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feedstock</th>
<th>Moisture Content (wt %)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SFD</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BFD</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.2.2 Standard batch pyrolysis reactor: Pyrolytic Shaker Reactor (PSR)

The Pyrolytic Shaker Reactor (PSR) is comprised of three sections: the reactor vessel, induction heating system and the mechanical agitation system. Figure 4-1 shows the schematic structure of the PSR.

Figure 4-1: Schematic drawing of Pyrolytic Shaker Reactor (PSR). (a) Trimetric view (b) Front view

Mechanical agitation is provided by a dedicated electric shaker. The shaker measures 29 cm length x 66 cm height x 39 cm wide. The shaker provides both axial and radial mixing of the solid particles (Appendix B). Due to rapid heating of the solid bed, additional mixing is assisted by the evolution of gaseous pyrolysis products, which aerate the bed.
4.2.3 Rotating Heater Pyrolyzer (RHP)

The RHP is comprised of four sections: the reactor vessel, the induction heating system, the rotating heater and the air motor. Figure 4-2 shows the schematic structure of the RHP. Refer to Chapter 2 for a more detailed description and characterization of the RHP.

![RHP Schematic](image)

**Figure 4-2: RHP Schematic.**

4.2.4 PSR Procedure

Prior to pyrolysis, 2/3 the volume of the reaction vessel is filled with biomass feedstock, with the weight of biomass sample recorded. Biomass batches fed to the reactor do not undergo any pre-treatment (for example; sieving or grinding to a specific size distribution) other than air drying over 48 hrs. The vessel is then sealed and secured into the shaking device. PSR agitation is started and maintained throughout the duration of the experiment to ensure proper mixing and heat transfer to create a uniform sample bed temperature. The induction heating system is turned on and set to the maximum frequency and maintained at an input power of 8 kW. Samples are then heated to a set
bed temperature (between 250 °C and 600 °C). Once the desired temperature is reached, both shaking, and induction heating are turned off and allowed to cool to room temperature.

4.2.5 RHP Procedure

In contrast to the PSR, the RHP pyrolysis experiments are based on process time rather than bed temperature. This is due to the nature of the rotating heater, in which there is no uniform bed temperature. Prior to pyrolysis, all components of the RHP are assembled and the reactor lid is sealed. Compressed air is used to turn on the air motor, which rotates the shaft attached to the rotating heater. The compressed air is controlled by an Arduino system programmed to rotate the shaft similar to a washing machine motion; 3s clockwise, 3s counter-clockwise with a specified stationary period (30 s or 60 s) between each rotation motion.

The biomass sample is fed into the reactor through a feeding port located on the lid until 2/3 of the reactor volume is filled (approximately 25 L). The induction heating system is then turned on, set to the maximum frequency and maintained at an input power of 7.5 kW. The vapour temperature is monitored and recorded throughout the duration of the procedure. The biomass is heated until the vapour temperature reaches 120 °C to ensure that all moisture in the biomass sample has been removed. Once the vapour temperature has reached 120 °C, the RHP heater remains on for the desired processing time varying between 1 to 4 hours. The gaseous product is continually passed through a condenser that is cooled with water throughout the entire procedure.

Once the desired process time is reached, the induction heating and the compressed air to the rotating heater are turned off, and the entire reactor is left to cool to room temperature over 15 hours (typically overnight).
4.2.6  Biochar Production Conditions

For each feedstock, eleven different biochars were produced for detailed characterization using the PSR, gradually increasing in pyrolysis temperature from 250 to 500 °C, by increments of 25 °C. An additional four chars were produced in the RHP, with varying process times of 1, 2, 3, and 4 hours for the same detailed characterization.

4.3 Feedstock and Biochar Characterization Methods

The following methods were chosen to characterize biochar properties because they are sensitive to pyrolysis temperature and heating rate.

4.3.1.1 Reactor Yield

Char yield was determined by comparing the biomass batch weight fed to the reactor with the weight of the char bed at the end of each run.

\[
\text{BC yield (\%) = } \frac{\text{Weight of Collected Biochar (g)}}{\text{Weight of Biomass (g)}} \times 100
\]

(4-1)

4.3.1.2 Red, Green & Blue (RGB) Imaging

4.3.1.2.1 Red Green Blue (RGB) Intensity

The RGB intensity of biochar samples was used as a tool to compare RHP and PSR biochars based on colour. As biomass is pyrolyzed into biochar, the colour of biochar gradually becomes darker. The RGB intensity was determined using ZEISS Axiocam 105 colour microscope and software. The Axiocam 105 colour software analyzes each individual pixel from the image taken by the microscope and assigns an RGB intensity between 0 to 255, with zero assigned as pure black and 255 assigned as pure white. The frequency of all the pixels were plotted, with the mean RGB intensity displayed as the peak of the curve as shown in the example of Figure 4-3.
4.3.1.2.2 RGB Intensity Variance

The red intensity was used to determine biochar sample uniformity as preliminary results showed that it provided the greatest difference in mode intensity between biochar samples. The more uniform in colour a sample product is, the narrower the distribution spread of the RGB intensity curve. The RGB intensity was determined using ZEISS Axiocam 105 colour microscope and software. The Axiocam 105 colour software analyzes each individual pixel from the image taken by the microscope and assigns an RGB intensity between 0 to 255, with zero assigned as pure black and 255 assigned as pure white. The frequency of all the pixels were plotted, with the mode RGB intensity displayed as the peak of the curve.

The coefficient of variation is used to analyze the biochars and is defined as follows:

\[
\text{Coefficient of Variation} = \frac{\sqrt{\text{Variance}}}{\text{Mean}}
\]  
(4-2)
4.3.1.3 Ash Content

The procedure to determine the ash content complies with ASTM D1762-84: samples of 1 g were placed in a crucible and dried in an oven at 105 °C for 2 hours, then placed in a muffle furnace 750 °C for 4 hours.

4.3.1.4 Skeletal Density

Sample density was measured by volume displacement. Prior to measurements, each volumetric flask was calibrated. Biochar samples were ground in a burr mill, then sieved to 500 µm. 1 g of the biochar powder is placed into a 120 ml volumetric flask along with 20 ml of dispersant (Finish Quantum dishwasher detergent). The flask was mixed until the biochar powder was immersed within the dispersant solution to form a slurry, then filled with de-ionized water to the 120 ml indicator line and weighed. Biochar volume can then be determined based on the volume of the solution displaced, allowing to calculate the density using the following equations:

\[
\text{Liquid Solution in Volumetric Flask (g)} = (\text{Volumetric flask with BC and liquid solution (g)}) - \text{BC (g)} - \text{Dry volumetric flask (g)}
\]

\[
\text{Biochar Volume} = \text{Volume Displaced (cm}^3\text{)} = \frac{\text{[Calibrated liquid (g)–Liquid solution in volumetric flask (g)]}}{\rho_{\text{water}}} \tag{4-3}
\]

\[
\text{Relative Density } \left( \frac{g}{cm^3} \right) = \frac{\text{BC (g)}}{\text{Biochar Volume (cm}^3\text{)}} \tag{4-5}
\]

Where the density of water \( \rho_{\text{water}} \) at 25 °C is taken as 0.997 g/cm³.
4.3.1.5 Electrical Conductivity

Leaching of heavy metals and nutrients was studied using a Soxhlet extractor, which continuously washes a sample with fresh recycled solvent, water in this case, over a period of 16 hours. Electrical conductivity was measured using a High Range Hanna Instruments Combo pH/Conductivity/TDS tester. Electrical conductivity measured in mS/cm were corrected based on biochar sample weight and volume of the extraction liquid as follows:

\[
Corrected\ EC = \frac{EC}{\left(\frac{BC}{V_{extract}}\right)}
\]  

(4-6)

Where \(EC\) is the measured electrical conductivity in mS/cm; \(BC\) is the weight of biochar sample in g; and \(V_{extract}\) is the volume of the Soxhlet extraction liquid in cm\(^3\).

Figure 4-4 shows a diagram of a Soxhlet extractor, which can be separated into three sections: a boiling flask, extraction chamber and condenser. The boiling flask is placed in an oil bath of 140 °C and heated to boil the solvent, ensuring only pure solvent evaporates. The vaporized solvent bypasses the extraction chamber and enters the condenser. Cooling water flowing through the condenser then condenses the solvent into the extraction chamber. The extraction chamber houses a cellulose thimble filled with biochar sample that is continuously washed with fresh condensed solvent. This solvent collects in the extraction chamber until a volume of 75 mL is reached, then siphoned through a tube back into the boiling flask to be recycled.

The leaching experiment described above has been adapted from EPA Method 3540C (21) and Chegini (22) used to extract heavy metals and nutrients from solids such as soils, sludges and wastes using a Soxhlet extractor. Deionized water was used to simulate real world conditions of rainfall on agricultural soils.
4.3.1.6 Methylene Blue Adsorption

Methylene blue adsorption capacity was used to measure the porosity of biochar. Methylene blue adsorption was chosen over Brunauer–Emmett–Teller (BET) adsorption to characterize porosity because liquid adsorption is more relatable over gas adsorption as biochar interaction with water is more of a concern. The method described was adapted from Raposo et al. (24). All biochars were washed with 95°C deionized water and dried overnight at 105°C to remove impurities and clear pore structures prior to measurements. Based on preliminary studies conducted with activated carbon, an initial methylene blue and deionized water solution of 800 ppm and biochar to methylene blue solution ratio of
1:75 was used for all adsorption experiments. 0.2 g of biochar was combined with 15 mL of methylene blue solution and agitated in a shaker for 48 hrs. Once this stage was complete, 3 mL of the resulting solution was centrifuged at 5000 rpm for 10 min to separate the biochar from the used methylene solution. The spent methylene blue solution was then diluted with deionized water ratio of 1:7.5 into a cuvette and analyzed using a spectrophotometer. The spectrophotometer analyzed the solution at 664 nm, and a calibration curve was used to determine the diluted solutions methylene blue concentration (Equation 4-7).

\[
Calibration Curve Concentration = 4.6724(Abs) - 0.1465 \tag{4-7}
\]

Where Abs = absorbance reading from the spectrophotometer in nm.

### 4.4 Results and Discussion

Chapter 3 results have shown that the main variable affecting biochar properties are temperature and time for the PSR and RHP, respectively. Therefore, the impact of temperature on PSR char properties and process time on RHP char properties are reported.

Figure 4-5 depicts the biochar yield of both SFD and BFD feedstocks as a function of PSR temperature. As expected, the char yields decrease with increasing pyrolysis temperature and are within the expected yield. The yields (dry basis) for both feedstocks are very similar to one another, except for one of the BFD yields at 450 °C that was much higher than anticipated at 55%. The BFD feedstock was more heterogeneous than the SFD feedstock as, being produced from flower waste, contained soil, small rocks and sand.

In Figure 4-6, the RHP yields of both feedstocks are expressed with respect to processing time. Similar to the PSR (Figure 4-5), overall biochar yield decreases as a function of process time. For both feedstocks, a 2% increase in biochar yield is observed between
processing times of 2 to 3 hrs and is caused from tars condensing on the reactor lid back into the biochar bed.

In contrast to the results shown in Figure 4-5, RHP SFD yields are higher than RHP BFD yields, whereas PSR yields for both feedstocks are approximately the same. SFD yields with the RHP are higher than PSR yields for SFD because its pyrolysis generates large quantities of tar vapours within the PSR. The PSR has a smaller head space and high vapour flowrates which is entraining biochar material in the condensation pipes, leading to an underestimation for the SFD PSR yields. Entrainment of material is not an issue with the RHP as the biochar is not heated as rapidly so the vapour flowrates are lower.

Figure 4-5: PSR biochar yields for SFD and BFD feedstock. Dotted lines represent an empirical curve fit.
Red mode intensity is used as a tool to track changes in biochar colour with respect to changes in process parameters (temperature or processing time). Figure 4-7 shows the comparison between the red mode intensity of the SFD and BFD derived biochar produced with the PSR. The red mode intensity remains relatively constant for both types of biochar between production temperatures of 250 to 500 °C.

The initial feedstocks are both dark in colour, and therefore does not require high pyrolysis temperatures to become darker. Figure 4-8 depicts the coefficient of variation for the red mean intensity. Both the PSR and RHP derived biochars show a relatively high variability, indicating that there is variability within the feedstock. Figure 4-7
Figure 4-7: Red mode intensity of SFD and BFD derived biochars produced with the PSR between 250 °C to 500 °C. Dotted lines represent an empirical curve fit.

Figure 4-8: Red intensity coefficient of variation of SFD and BFD derived biochars produced with the PSR between 250-500°C.
Figure 4-9: Red mode intensity of SFD and BFD derived biochars produced with the RHP between 1 to 4 hrs.

Figure 4-10: Red intensity coefficient of variation of SFD and BFD derived biochars produced with the RHP between 1 to 4 hrs.
Figure 4-11 shows that SFD derived biochars have a much higher ash content than BFD biochars. As SFD feedstock is comprised from food waste, waste materials high in minerals such as bone are likely to be contributing to the high ash content of the resultant biochars. The higher ash content of SFD biochars can be advantageous in terms of soil amendment, as the high mineral content of the feedstock has the potential to provide additional nutrients to soils. However, although SFD biochars may have a higher mineral content, it does not mean that its minerals are easily extracted from the biochar and transferred to soils. The extraction of water-soluble minerals from the biochars is investigated further in this section.

Figure 4-11: Comparison between the ash content of SFD and BFD derived biochars produced with the PSR between 250-500°C. Dotted lines represent an empirical curve fit.

The ash contents of the biochars from the different feedstock digestates are also compared when produced with the RHP. Figure 4-12 agrees with the conclusions made from Figure 4-11, and shows that SFD derived biochars have a higher ash content than BFD derived biochars. In contrast to the results observed for the PSR (Figure 4-11), the ash content of BFD biochars decreased between processing times from 1 to 3 hrs. A decrease in ash content is unexpected, as ash content should increase with pyrolysis temperature/ process time, as the concentration of minerals is increased due to the volatization of carbon.
However, the ash content between 2 to 3 hrs process time are considerably higher than the ash content range determined in Figure 4-11. For both BFD and SFD biochars, the ash content plateaus between processing times of 3 to 4 hrs, indicating that the RHP process has also stabilized.

Figure 4-12: Comparison between the ash contents of SFD and BFD RHP derived biochars produced between 1-4 hrs.
Skeletal density of biochar can have an important impact on the physical characteristics of soils when applied as a soil amendment (11,25). Biochar amendment to soils has been shown to reduce the bulk densities of soils and improve soil porosity, which is important for plant root structural support, water and solute movement, and soil aeration. The reduction in soil bulk density is mainly attributed to a mixing or dilution effect, resulting from the low density and high porosity of biochar. Figure 4-13 and Figure 4-14 illustrate that the skeletal density of biochar materials ranges from 1.4 to 2.4 g/cm$^3$. The skeletal density is shown to increase with increasing ash content and temperature or processing time. This is consistent with the trends observed by Brewer et al. (26). With increasing reaction temperature, biochar structure and density approaches that of solid graphite (2.25 g/cm$^3$). The mineral composition present within the biochar structure can contribute to the density, allowing for densities higher than graphite to be reached (12). For both RHP and PSR derived biochars, SFD biochars have a slightly higher skeletal density than BFD biochars. The effects of biochar amendment on the bulk densities of soils needs to be assessed on a site-specific basis, as soil profiles constantly change depending on location. However, as a general rule, studies have observed that the dilution effect is greater when the difference between the density of the biochar and soil is large (11). Therefore, as BFD
biochar has a lower skeletal density, it is likely to have a greater potential to improve soil bulk density compared to biochar from SFD.

Figure 4-13: Comparison between the skeletal density of SFD and BFD derived biochars produced with the PSR between 250-500°C.

Figure 4-14: Comparison between the skeletal density of SFD and BFD RHP derived biochars produced between 1-4 hrs.
The extraction of water-soluble minerals was investigated to determine which biochar material could be a potential source of additional nutrients for plant uptake. Figure 4-15 and Figure 4-16 show that the electrical conductivity of the Soxhlet extract with respect to the raw feedstock is much higher for BFD derived biochars than SFD biochars. The higher electrical conductivity indicates that BFD biochars release more water-soluble minerals than SFD biochars. The ash content of SFD derived biochars was shown to be approximately 20 to 50% higher than BFD biochars depending on production temperature (Figure 4-11). It was expected that the Soxhlet extracts for SFD biochars would have higher electrical conductivities based on the higher mineral (ash) content of SFD biochars. However, it is likely that the porosity of the biochars plays a role in the release of water-soluble nutrients from the biochar matrix. Typically, biochars with a higher capability of releasing water soluble minerals are better suited for soil amendment applications, as the release of certain minerals provide plants with the nutrients required to increase agronomic growth. However, it is important to identify which minerals are being released (which varies based on feedstock material) in order to pair the biochar with the proper soil profile and generate a positive agronomic response.

Biochar porosity is an important property for soil amendment applications. It has been suggested that biochars with high porosities acts as a soil conditioner. The pore structures support microbial communities that are important for maintaining soil structure by providing shelter from larger microbial predators (27,28). Methylene blue adsorption is often used as a tool to characterize the pore distribution of activated carbons and biochars (29). Figure 4-17 and Figure 4-18 illustrate that BFD biochars have a higher methylene blue adsorption capacity than SFD biochars, suggesting that BFD biochars may be a higher porosity char. The higher porosity of BFD biochars may also explain why the electrical conductivity of the Soxhlet extract was higher in BFD biochars, although the ash (mineral) content is significantly lower than SFD derived biochars, as water may have better access to the nutrients available within the biochar structure. Overall, methylene blue adsorption is observed to decrease with increasing temperature and/or processing time for both feedstocks. As methylene blue adsorption capacity is related to adsorbent pore size and distribution, it is possible that the formation of tars during pyrolysis are plugging the pores which formed during the release of volatile organics, leading to
decreased methylene blue adsorption. Another potential explanation is that the biochar pore structure collapses; however this scenario is less likely given the small changes in skeletal density with increasing temperature/production time (Figure 4-13 and Figure 4-14).

Figure 4-15: Comparison between the electrical conductivity of Soxhlet extract of SFD and BFD derived biochars produced with the PSR between 250-500°C. Dotted lines represent an empirical curve fit.
Figure 4-16: Comparison between the electrical conductivity of Soxhlet extract of SFD and BFD RHP derived biochars produced between 1-4 hrs. Dotted lines represent an empirical curve fit.
Figure 4-17: Comparison between the methylene blue adsorption of SFD and BFD derived biochars produced with the PSR between 250-500°C. Dotted lines represent an empirical curve fit.

Figure 4-18: Comparison between the methylene blue absorption of SFD and BFD RHP derived biochars produced between 1-4hrs. Dotted lines represent an empirical curve fit.
Table 4-2 and Table 4-3 summarize the differences between the beneficial soil amendment biochar properties for SFD and BFD chars produced with the PSR. Each of the tables shows the percent increase from SFD to BFD for each of the properties, and it is clear that BFD derived biochars at high and low PSR production temperatures can provide more benefits than SFD derived biochars. BFD chars produced at higher temperatures (500 °C) were also shown to have a greater percent increase from SFD biochar properties than low temperature chars (200 °C).

Table 4-4 summarizes the difference between the average beneficial char properties for SFD and BFD biochars derived from the RHP between 2 to 3 hrs. The results agree with those determined for the PSR and show that BFD biochars produced with the RHP can provide more beneficial soil amendment properties than SFD biochars.

### Table 4-2: Biochar properties for PSR chars produced at 250 °C.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Electrical Conductivity [(mS/cm)/(g/cm³)]</th>
<th>Methylene Blue Adsorption (mgMB/gBC)</th>
<th>1/Skeletal Density (cm³/g)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SFD</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>30.3</td>
<td>0.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BFD</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>81.1</td>
<td>0.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Increase from SFD to BFD (%)</strong></td>
<td><strong>6.7</strong></td>
<td><strong>168</strong></td>
<td><strong>13.6</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 4-3: Biochar properties for PSR chars produced at 500 °C.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Electrical Conductivity [(mS/cm)/(g/cm³)]</th>
<th>Methylene Blue Adsorption (mgMB/gBC)</th>
<th>1/Skeletal Density (cm³/g)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SFD</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>0.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BFD</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>14.5</td>
<td>0.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Increase from SFD to BFD (%)</strong></td>
<td><strong>54.2</strong></td>
<td><strong>98.6</strong></td>
<td><strong>65.1</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 4-4: Biochar properties for average of RHP chars processed between 2 to 3 hrs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Electrical Conductivity [(mS/cm)/(g/cm³)]</th>
<th>Methylene Blue Adsorption (mgMB/gBC)</th>
<th>1/Skeletal Density (cm³/g)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SFD</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>6.84</td>
<td>0.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BFD</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>29.2</td>
<td>0.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increase from SFD to BFD (%)</td>
<td>216</td>
<td>326</td>
<td>9.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.5 Conclusions

In this study, SFD and BFD biochars physical and chemical characteristics are compared to determine their potential as a soil amendment. Both feedstocks were processed using the PSR and RHP.

It was determined that BFD derived chars can potentially provide a better soil amendment than SFD derived biochars based on the differences in biochar properties. BFD derived biochars were found to have lower skeletal density; higher electrical conductivity and methylene blue adsorption capacity than SFD biochars, which are properties that improve soil amendment ability. Biochar addition has been shown to decrease soil bulk density through mixing and dilution effects and is maximized by increasing the difference between biochar and soil densities. The higher Soxhlet extract electrical conductivity and methylene blue adsorption capacity of BFD biochars over SFD biochars provides important insight into the soil amendment capabilities of the materials. Although SFD biochars have a significantly higher ash (mineral) content, BFD biochars were shown to have a higher porosity which allows for better access and release of water-soluble minerals from the biochar structure, which could increase the amount of nutrients released to the soil profile for plant uptake.
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5 Conclusions

A new batch reactor called the Rotating Heater Pyrolyzer (RHP) capable of producing several kilograms of biochar was designed and constructed. With the RHP, heat is distributed to the solids via a rotating heating element placed within the reaction vessel. RHP biochars were processed between 1 to 4 hours at a constant induction power input of 3 kW, and it was determined that processing time had an impact on several biochar properties.

RHP biochar properties were compared to biochar produced by a standard batch pyrolysis reactor referred to as the Pyrolytic Shaker Reactor (PSR) to determine if the RHP was capable of producing biochar with comparable properties to ones derived by the PSR at a specific temperature. A number of physical and chemical biochar properties were analyzed for woodchip (WCP), Storm Fisher Digestate (SFD) and Bayview Flowers Digestate (BFD). WCP processed between 2-3 hours in the RHP were found to have an equivalent PSR temperature of approximately 375 to 400 °C. SFD and BFD chars produced at RHP process times of 4 hrs found to have an equivalent PSR temperature of approximately 420 °C and 400 °C, respectively.

SFD and BFD biochars physical and chemical characteristics were compared to determine their potential as a soil amendment. BFD biochars produced in both the RHP and PSR were shown to have characteristics that can improve soil amendment ability when compared to SFD derived chars; including lower skeletal density, higher electrical conductivity in water extracts and higher methylene blue adsorption capacity.
6 Recommendations and Future Work

BFD biochar can provide a better soil amendment compared to SFD biochar. Therefore, future work includes producing kg of BFD biochar using the RHP for further testing as a soil amendment. To properly test soil amendment ability, BFD biochars need to be tested in soil. This could include testing biochar amended soils in greenhouses to see if biomass growth is increased, the potential for pest control, and the potential of leaching hazardous materials such as polyaromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs).

In addition, the effect of the rotating heater stationary time on the resultant biochar properties should be further investigated. Increasing the heaters stationary time likely increases the pyrolysis temperature, as the contact time between the heater plates and reacting particles is increased. Adjusting the heater stationary time may be able to provide better process control over the resultant biochar product required for soil amendment.

Soxhlet and Nespresso extractions were conducted on pure biochar samples, however nutrient and metal extractions may be affected by soil-biochar matrix, Therefore it is recommended that extractions be performed on biochar-amended soils. In addition, temperature may also be another variable influencing nutrient leaching, and it is recommended that the effects of different extraction temperatures be investigated.

The effects of biochar particle size on the electrical conductivity of Nespresso extract should be further studied to provide a more accurate correlation between the Soxhlet and Nespresso extract electrical conductivities. If made more accurate, the Nespresso extraction method would reduce the time required to process samples from 16 hours to 30 s, which would make it suitable for the monitoring of industrial biochar units.
Appendix A: Gast Air Motor Product Specifications

The following is the air motor product specifications used to determine the air consumption, power consumption and torque required to turn the RHP heating element when filled with biomass.

![Gast air motor product specification sheet](image)

Figure A-1: Gast air motor product specification sheet.
Appendix B: PSR Mixing Images

Figure B-1: Still frames of video taken showing PSR mixing capabilities taken at (a) 0 s; (b) 10 s and (c) 30 s.
Appendix C: Skeletal Density and Ash Content of WCP Biochars

Figure C-1: Effect of pyrolysis temperature on the ash content of PSR WCP derived chars. Point at 25 °C is ash content of raw woodchip biomass.

Figure C-2: Skeletal density of PSR WCP derived biochars as a function of pyrolysis temperature.
Appendix D: Nespresso™ Extraction

A new water-soluble nutrient and minerals extraction method referred as ‘nespresso extraction’ was developed to provide a quick and simple method to characterize biochar salinity based on the electrical conductivity (EC) of the liquid extract. As previously described in 3.3.1.5 this extraction method utilizes a nespresso coffee maker, and mimics the mechanism used in Soxhlet extractors with a minimized number of cycles. Figure D-1 shows a strong positive linear correlation ($R^2 = 0.9093$) between the electrical conductivity of nespresso extraction liquids and Soxhlet extraction liquids, indicating that nespresso extractions can provide reliable electrical conductivity measurement.

The effect of pyrolysis temperature for PSR derived chars and process time for RHP chars on electrical conductivity relative to raw woodchip biomass EC was investigated. In Figure 3-5 the electrical conductivity of Soxhlet extracted liquids was observed to increase linearly with pyrolysis temperature. The estimated Soxhlet electrical conductivity calculated from the relationship derived in Figure 3-5 is also displayed. These results are in agreement with Singh et al. (2010) and Kloss et al. (2012). Soxhlet extractions had higher EC than nespresso extractions. This was expected due to the effect of dilution on electrical conductivity for Nespresso extractions. Differences in particulate size may be contributing to the major differences between Soxhlet and nespresso estimated Soxhlet electrical conductivities. Metals and nutrients have a higher diffusion rate in Soxhlet extracts due to longer exposure times and are therefore more tolerable to larger variations in particulate size. However, the residence time between the extraction liquid and biochar for the nespresso extractions is much shorter. Smaller particulate sizes provide larger surface area for the extraction liquid to contact active sites and extract metals and nutrients. By tightly controlling the size of biochar particulate size tested in the nespresso extractor, the accuracy of the nespresso extractor can be optimized.
Figure D-1: Effect of temperature on EC of Soxhlet extracted liquids with reference to raw woodchip feedstock EC. The estimated Soxhlet EC from Nespresso EC using the correlation determined in Figure 3-5.
Appendix E: Equivalent PSR Temperatures for PSR Digestate Derived Biochars

The same analysis procedure used to determine the equivalent PSR temperature of woodchip RHP derived char in Chapter 3 was applied to SFD and BFD chars produced with the RHP.

Figure E-1: Effect of temperature on SFD PSR biochar yield. The corresponding pyrolysis temperature of the RHP char yield processed for 4 hrs is also shown. Duplicate runs are shown.
Figure E-2: Effect of temperature on BFD PSR biochar yield. The corresponding pyrolysis temperature of the RHP char yield processed for 4 hrs is also shown. Duplicate runs are shown.

Figure E-3: Effect of pyrolysis temperature on the mode red intensity of PSR SFD derived biochars. Dashed line corresponds to the red mode intensity of RHP SFD char processed at 4 hrs.
Figure E-4: Effect of pyrolysis temperature on the mode red intensity of PSR BFD derived biochars. Dashed line corresponds to the red mode intensity of RHP char processed at 4 hrs.

Figure E-5: Effect of temperature on the red intensity coefficient of variance on PSR SFD derived chars. Dashed line represents RHP SFD char processed at 4 hrs.
Figure E-6: Effect of temperature on the red intensity coefficient of variance on PSR BFD derived chars. Dashed line represents RHP BFD char processed at 4 hrs.

Figure E-7: Effect of pyrolysis temperature on the ash content of PSR SFD derived chars. Dashed line represents RHP SFD char processed at 4 hrs.
Figure E-8: Effect of pyrolysis temperature on the ash content of PSR BFD derived chars. Dashed line represents RHP BFD char processed at 4 hrs.

\[ y = -0.0001x^2 + 0.1092x - 10.27 \]
\[ R^2 = 0.4708 \]

Figure E-9: Skeletal density of PSR SFD derived biochars as a function of pyrolysis temperature. Dashed line represents RHP SFD char processed at 4 hrs.

\[ R^2 = 0.8131 \]
Figure E-10: Skeletal density of PSR BFD derived biochars as a function of pyrolysis temperature. Dashed line represents RHP BFD char processed at 4 hrs.

Figure E-11: Effect of temperature on PSR SFD electrical conductivity of Soxhlet extracted liquids with reference to raw SFD feedstock EC. EC = Electrical conductivity. Dashed line represents RHP SFD char processed at 4 hrs.
Figure E-12: Effect of temperature on PSR BFD EC of Soxhlet extracted liquids with reference to raw BFD feedstock EC. EC = Electrical conductivity. Dashed line represents RHP BFD char processed at 4 hrs.

Figure E-13: Effect of temperature on PSR SFD biochar methylene blue adsorption capacity. Dashed line represents RHP SFD char processed at 4 hrs.
Figure E-14: Effect of temperature on PSR BFD biochar methylene blue adsorption capacity. Dashed line represents RHP BFD char processed at 4 hrs.
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